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M3STR4CT 

using missstonan- and Department of Indim .flairs r c w r d ~  this tl~csis 

emores the ~~nfhlence of interest of three dif fat  goups of men who were united in thcir 

efforts to reform abo-a1 rnarriagt; and sexval relations in British Columbia. l3ctween 1870 

and 1940, missionaries, government agents. and Indian men lobbied the federal government 

to initiate reforms that would regulate the relationships between Native men mil women. 

Atthough these groups had diffkrent objectives to reforming the sexual relations of Indian 

people. they agreed that the intimate relations of aboriginal people were hndamentally ticd 

to the Wennent of society as a whole. 

These moral reformers believed that the state of marriage relations was highlv 

reflective of the state of society in general. In this way, the family was regarded as a 

microcosm of society. Xot only did the institution of marriage regulate the sesual, gender, 

economic, and/or rank and SMUS relations between the specific parties mvolvcd, but moral 

reformers of the late nineteenth and ear& twentieth century believed that the institution of 

maniage regulated "larger" societal vafues. Because of this conviction, missionaries, 

v e n t  %en&, and Indian men - all hoping to improve their society and community 

appe;lled to the state for greater intervention into the sexual relations of Indian p p l c .  
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Introduction 

In Ule late nineteenth rnld earty twentieth century, those concerned with nation-building were 

highly concerned about the institution of marriage. These individuals believed that the 

M e  of-marriage relations was reflective of the state of society in general. Missionaries, 

government agents, private citizens, and aboriginal peoples understood that the regulation of 

marriage was closely W e d  to the social and economic structure of society. Ultimately, 

marriage was sigdcant in regulating not onty the gender, sexual, economic, and staWrank 

relations between the families directly invohied, but also in regiithg "larger" societal values 

and prescribed gender and age-related roles. In this way, the fa& was regarded as a 

microcosm of the nation and carried important symbolic fimctions.' 

Becawe of this, the institution of mamage received increasing attention once 

settlement in the west began in earnest. Indian marriages, almost always discussed in 

ntissionaq writing prior lo settlement, began to gamer attention from other parties around 

the 1870s. This thesis examines the confluence of interest of three different groups of men - 

missionaries, government officials, and Indian men - who agreed that Indian marriages 

needed ref- in one way or another. Despite their different objectives for reforming 

Indiart marriages, these men were united in their concern for controhg the sexualiq of 

Native men an4 particul*, Native women. This concern was attached to their other 

concern for buildmg viable societies. 

I Carolyn Strarrge ctiscusses the connecticgls that m d  reformers made between sexuaJity and the moral 
state of the city of Toronto. The incidence of sexual vice represented to progressive reformers all that they 
perceived tcc be wrong about oity life- See "'From Modem Babylon to a City Upon a His-' The Toronto 
!kcial Survey Coaunissiccn of 191 5 and the Search for Sexual Order in the City," Patterns of the Past: 
Jntemrlztinn O n W s  f i t o v ,  ed. Roger Hal (Toronto' Dundurn Press, l988), 255. 



Budding viable societies and strengthening communities was w r y  much on the 

nti;nds of some aborigmal men across British Cohunbia as the twentieth century approached. 

Experiencing the effects of contact and settlement. Indian groups dealt with displacement 

and Illiirginahzation in different ways, although they usually turned some attention towards 

family We. As their communities were undergoing economic and social disruptim due to 

disease, the collapse of the clan system in the interior,' Euro-Canadian settlement, and the 

loss or diminishment of resources, some nations turned to more European ways of regulating 

maniage, while other groups experienced a revitalization of their trathtional ways of 

regulating marriage relations. fior example, in the interior of British Columbia, the 1,illooct 

and Shuswap used the apparatus of the Oblate Durieu system to establish some semblance 

of order over sexual relations between men and women. Their accommodation of the 

Oblate system was also important in gaining more power both in their community and in thc: 

white community. In contrast, the Kwakiutl and Bella Coola on the west coaqt experienced 

an increase in material wealth due to traae and industry, and older members invested this 

wealth towards the elaboration of traditional practices such as marriage regulation. 

Although the modes of regdatmg marriage differed between Indian nations before 

contact and in response to social changes after contact, there was a growing movement 

among some Indian men to regulate the sexuality and married life of Indian people t h r o w  

legislation. Along the west coa9.4 younger Native men seemed to want greater government 

mtervention to prevent women from marryjng older Native men accordmg do traditional 

2 Elizabeth Fumiss, "Resistance, Coercion, and Revitabtion: The Shuswap Encounter with the Roman 
Catholic Missionaries, 1860-1!?00,n Ethnohistory 42, no. 2 (Spring 1995),250. Also see F d s '  Victims~f 
Benevolence: The Dafk L w c y  of the William's Lake Residential School, (Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, 
1992), 42. 



ee practica. ~n the interim, the "problemn of Native women's sexuality carried Pa l e r  

urgency as younger and older men were united m their efforts to establish sexual order as 

they defined it. B e  movement of Indian women off the reserves and into either white or 

other Indian communities was a source of social and economic drsnrptim for some of these 

Native groups. 

Increasing Euro-Canadian settlment of British Columbia placed other pressures on 

Native families. The Department of Indian Affairs sent Indian agents into the field to 

facilitate its mandate to protect, civilize, and assimilate aboriginal peoples. The agents were 

instructed to advise and educate Indians about economic development, yet many 

questioned whether an advisory role on such issues would be enough to bring the Indians 

into  tion on." Some agents objected to the ways aborrgmal communities regulated the 

sexuality of their members, suggesting that Native traditional marriage practices were not 

consistent with the vahm of Euro-Canadian society. These agents argued that moral 

intervention was necessary - and more explicitly, that the government should be involved 

in regulatmg the sexuahty and farrrrfy life of Native people. 

From the 1870s to the 1930s, the Department received a blizzard of complaints 

fkom individuals I refer to as moral reformers: namely, Indian agents, some privare citizens, 

and numerous missionaries, who all believed that the sexuality of Native people required 

mta state r w o n  and intervention. These reformers were alarmed by the sexual 

practices of some Indian groups. Reformers were critical of betrothals, early marriages, 

*h marriages, the exchange of bridal payments, the "repurchasen practice, 

c-obbMh afiangements, and easy separatkms. Some of these practices, like the potlatch 

. . marriage, were tmh&mal and other problems such as the prosthhon of Native women at 



camps or in larger cities like Victoria or New Westminster resulted from contact ;md 

settlment. Among their various suggestions, reformers made t w o  genmd 

recomen&tions: prohibit certain aspects of traditional marriage practices and?'or creatt; 

legislation that would validate or legitimate unions between Native men and women- By 

doing one or a combination of these things, reformers hoped to decrease the incidence of 

poverty, illegitimacy, and crime, and in the process elevate the status of Native women rind 

protect the character of marriage. 

In response to their concerns, the Department agreed h t  it also ivanted to 

eliminate the incidence of poverty? ilkgitimacy, and crime, prevent the abuse of Native 

women, and protect the sanctity of marriage. However, DIA provided a plethora of 

excuses for doing nothing that would atail increased state regulation into Native bmdy l ie  

or sexuality. Policy makers and high-ranking bureaucrats downplayed the incidence of 

certain problems like the potlatch marriages or child betrothals, or they argued that existing 

legislation deahg with issues like seduction, prostitution, and &ant marriages was 

sufficient to protect Native women. These were excuses and reformers recognized than as 

such. 

Despite its mandate to assimilate, protect, and civilize the Indians, the Department 

avoided any legi~lative means of regulating aboriginal family We. It was not only 

costly and physically diilicult to intervene in the private sphere, but for a liberal democratic 

state, intervention into what was considered the more p*ate domain of morality was to be 

avoided. On a more practical, administrative level, the Department was reluctant to declare 

Indian marriages illegal because doing so would increase the number of illegitimate Indians; 

tile- 
. . 

of band membership and the allocation of intestate property would thus 



become difficult. Because of these objections, the Department supported a gradualist 

approach to assimitation, one that did not require the Department to administer the explicit 

moral regulabm of Native s e d t y .  The DL4, however, was more amenable to r e w g  

upon the &orb of rnissiooaria and Indian agents to provide the explicit moral direction 

and intervention that the government would not undertake itseif. 

In addressing the attention that reformers gave to Indian marrages - and Native 

women's sexuality in particular - my work has benefited from the writing of various 

hh&ns on moral regulation. Bmowing fiom some post-structuralist theories, historians 

of moral regulation emphasize that processes such as state development and gender 

regulation involve dynamic struggles and negotiations between parties. Moral regulation 

differs from theories such as social control or political economy models that suggest that 

gender relations and state formation are reproduced along class bes .  Mariana Valverde 

has argued that gender and sexual regulation are important social processes in their own 

right, intertwined with but not necesswily an effect of either the economic or the political.3 

Moral regulation also sees fie process of regulation as much more complex, involving the 

state and non-state institutions, and not newwily always working. Tina Loo and Carolyn 

Strange have suggested that regubtion is a pattern of organization that "has no s@e 

sponsor, such as state or hegemollic groups.+ 

' ,Markma Valverde, The Age of I&& Soao and Water. Moral Reform m Endish Canada. 1885-1925, 
Q'oronto: M c C w  and Stewart, l99l), 165. 
Tina Loo and Carolyn Strange, 'TIC Traveling Show Menace: Contested Regulation m Tum-of-the- 

Century Ontario," Law and So&& Rakw, 29, no. 4 (1999,642. 



Joan Sangster's work on the legal and medical regulation of Canadian women.' 

aud Vahmde's work on the devehqment of state formation and the social reform 

movements in English ~ a n a d a . ~  have demonstrated how the regulation of gender and 

sexual relations often takes place "in a helter-skelter manner and through complicated 

relations to other types of regulation." Thus. the regulation of sexual relations may often 

be inconsistent with the race or class values of a particular society. Valverde's and 

Sangster's work further suggests that individuals do not have only one relationship to the 

state, but, rather, relationships to the state depend upon the wntexq and thc negotiations 

and struggles involved. Carolyn Strange's research on rape prosecutions in Toronto further 

underfines how the regulation of sexuahtg. depends so much on context and the interaction 

of different factors such as the character, race, gender, and class of the parties involved. 

Strange found that, despite patriarchal notions of gender, some men were convicted of 

rape. She argues that rape trials were as much assessments of male character as they were 

of f d e  ~haracter.~ Thus, through their work, Smgster, Valverde, Strange, and Loo 

demonstrate that regulation is a complex process and not simply a reproduction of values 

dictated by those with power and .transposed upon those ~ i t h o u t . ~  ChaIlenging top-down 

Joan Sangster, "The Legal and Medical Regulation of Nineteenth-Century Women," The J o ~ ~ _ f  
Canadian Studies, vol. 28, no. 1 (Sprmg 193) 199. 

L;jdre de la Corn, Cecilia Morgaq and Mariana Valverde, "Gender Regulation and State Formation m 
Nmeteenth-Century Canada," Colonial Leviathan: State Formation in Mid-Nineteenth C e n w  Canada, cd. 
Greer and Radforth uoronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), 168. Also see Valverde's Th.l%.-&ef' 

Soau and Water: Moral Reform in E 6 h  Canada 1885-1925 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
1931), 168. 

..c 

De la Cour et al, 164. 
8 Carolyn Strarrge, "Patriarchy Mcdifi.ed: The CriminaI Prosecution of Rape in Yo& County, Vnfaio, 1880- 
1930," Essays in the Histiny of Criminal Law, Vol. 5: Crime and Criminal Justice, e&. Jim Philhps, Tm 
b, and !ban Lewthwaite flOTCHlf:o: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 208. 
De laCouer, 168. Also see Loo and Ssange, The Tmelmg Show Menace," 642,665. 



xcamtq these authors suggest that there are multiple and "dissonant sources of control," 

of which the shte is only m e  player and catah@ not always the most important one.1•‹ 

We struggle over how Indian marriages would be regulated also entailed a process 

dependent upon many factors. Fhst the Depattment of Indian Affairs had to we@ both 

the practical admrnistrative costs of declaring traditional Indian marriages illegal, and its 

ideological hesitancy to intervene m the pmmk sphere against its desire to assimilate Natk 

people and have them adopt Christian or civil ways of marriage. In the end, the costs of 

intemmhg and the ideologicaa djf•’icuhies of regulating sexualjr far outweighed the 

govenrment's desire to assirnilate Indians rapidly. Gradual assimilation through the 

edwatkm of chikh-en was the route that seemed to bridge the gap. Even an explicitly stated 

poky of assimilation did not determine sexual relations. Thus, we cannot confuse a desire 

to reform with actual enf~fcement- 

Moreover, on the ground and away from the bureaucracy, the regulation of Native 

s a d t y  was dependent on the cdtures and the local personalihies involved." Because of 

the tenacity of the Kwakiutl m maintaining most aspects of their traditional marriage 

practica, agent George Ward DeBeck and his successor Witliam HaIfiday pushed for 

met to interrene in N&c peoples' hes. A more complacent personahty than 

3eBeck's might not have pestered Indian Superintendent A. W. Vowen into 

;trrPlging to haw him appointed a Registrar of hiamage. In the interior of British 

Cokrmbiaontheotherhand, a f k ~ c o n t a c t w i t h w h i t e s ,  theregulationofsexualitgr 

among many interior Itarions q u i t 4  a different character than that experienced by the 

s. 

"'b~ s$mge,dliJ. 
'' JW BamPafS k ' v ~ r m e ~ e b e r t a n d ~ ~ ~ & ~ e s t t h i s ~ ~ ~ o f t h e ~ a s t ~ n  
overview,- lndign Ecfucaan in C- vd. 1 (Vanoolver: CTBC Press, 1986), 7. 



Kw&utL The social structure of groups like the Lillooet and Shuswap had been devastated 

by disease, and these nations were more open to Oblate missionary influences because t h ~  

Oblate Durieu system offered a clearly defined social structure. 

The term regulation is a suitable one because it describes not ody a process, but 

suggests how reformers were less concerned about repression than they were about shaping 

mcfividuals and building society. As Loo and Strange write, regulation is creative, dynamic, 

and capable of making identities." Valverde is also particularly insightid on this point.13 

AWough many refmers hoped that the law would change to prohibit traditional Indian 

marriages and thus repress certain customs, they were ultimately driven by their desire to 

protect and enhance Native cmmnunitities. Indian men who supported the we of corporal 

punishment against women who deserted their husbands believed that repressive measures 

were necessary to create a more orderly community. As we& some of the Indian agents 

and private citizens like Judge Matthew Baillie Begbie and Alexander Caulfield Anderson, 

who wanted to regulate cohabitation arrangements involving Native women, hoped thal 

such "improvements" in the conditions of Native communities would strengthen Canadian 

society. The elimi~tion of poverty and illegitimacy would make a better society in general. 

In the struggle to build a better society, moral reformers regarded the law as a 

highly effective instnnnent to bolster family relations.14 Indian agents, middle-class 

citizens, missionaries, and Indian. men believed that state interference in Native sexuahty 

= h a n d  St~ange,665. 
* Valverde, TIE &e of Wt, Soap and Water, 33. 
" James G. SneH and Cynthia Comaochio Abeele, "Regulating Nu*: Restrichng Access to Marriage in 
Eady Twentieth-Ceartury Eng&sh - Speaking Canada," Historical Perspectives on Law and Society & 
Gina&, eds. Ti Loo and Lorna R McLean, (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman, 1994) 140. 



and famih. lire was Justrfied due to the serious social consequences that arose fkom broken 

mmkgm and iIlegitimacgr. As James Snell and Cynthia Comacchio Abeele suggest, just as 

the law is a major means of organizing social relationships and values, the farmly also 

operates as a way of c o f l c e p t u a ~  social relationshrps. '~en the two are combined, a 

"particular@ powerfd force is produced."16 Constance Backhouse's work on rape law and 

divorce laws suggests that by the late nineteenth century, the law was widely accepted as an 

appropriate tool to regulate marriage and sexual relations.17 

Thus, in their e f f i  to ref- Indian marriages through legislative means, moral 

reformers were part of a larger national social movement that recognized the ability of law 

to regulate moral@ and order society. Buildmg a strong nation required inculcating the 

proper morals among citizens. In her essay on the development of the seduction law in 

Ontario, Karen Dubinsb descriis how a "peculiar form of moral boosterism" was 

common when people reflected on the incidents of sexual crime in their midst.18 Finding 

simda connections between nation-building and moral regulation, Backhouse, m discussing 

nineteenth-century Canadian marriages, found that commentators on the character of 

Canadian marriages typically prided themselves on the sanctity of Canadian marriages, 

comparing them to British and American divorce records.19 Thus, as the twentieth century 

approached, moral reformers, obsessed with the notion of marriage as the structural 

l5 Zbid, 154. 
'' Ibid 
'' Constance Backhouse, "Nineteenth-Century C& Rape Law, 1800-92," Essays in the History of 
Canadian Law, ed. David H. Flaherty, VoL II (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983), 235. Also see 
Backhouse, " 'Pure Patriarchy:' Nineteenth-Century Canadian Mamage," McGill Law Journal, 31 (1986), 
264-312. 
I8 Karen Dubinsky, '" 'Maid& Girls or Deqqhg Women?' The Crime of Seduction in Turn-of-the- 
Century Ontario," Gender Conflicts: New Essays in Women's History, ed. Franca Iacovetta and Mariana 
val~erde VOTO~O. ~~l ivers i t y  O~T-~O press, iggq, 33. 
19 Backhouse, " 'F9n-e Pattiarchy:' Nineteenth-Centuy Canadian Marriage," 265. 



underpinning of a healthy and stable society, hoped to nation-build through moral 

regulati~n.~ 

This thesis explores how three groups of individuals, with different objectives in 

mind, were united in their calls for increased government intervention in regulatmg the 

sexuality of Native women. Armed with the conviction that legislation was needed to 

bolster the fa&, missionaries, Indian agents, and Indian men believed that the regulation 

of Native married We was fundamental to their goals of buildmg a new society, although 

their visions of such vastly differed. 



Chapter One 

Traditional Native M a g e  Customs and Some Euro-Canadian Reactions 

AU societies have ways of regulating the relationships between men and w o m g  and the 

populations of British Columbia were no different. One of the most common 

ways of regulatrng these relationships was - and still is - through marriage. Just as pre- 

cmtact cultures varied &om nation to nation, traditional marriage practices of Native Indian 

groups in British Columbia were also varied and numerous. 

Not only did marriage customs vary ftom nation to nation, so did the reasons for 

regulating marriage. Overall though, marriage was a means of regulating economic 

arrangements, sexual relatiom, or clan membershq. (Often the distinctions between these 

motivations cannot be separated easily). Wealthier Indian nations generally had a more 

complex social structure which reqmed greater &age regulation. Among such groups, 

marriage acquired greater sgndicance and tended to be characterized by elaborate 

ceremonies. For example, for the Kwakiutl and the Bella Coola on the Northwest coast, 

mamiage was the main vehicle for enhancing one's status and rank and gaining social 

1 prerogatives. The f d e s  of the bride and groom had much at stake in the union, and 

coflse~uentt&, there was great consideration invested in choosing the appropriate maniage 

W e r -  w e d  maniages were common among the Kwakiutl and Bella Coola and were 

usually done without the knowledge of either the bride or the groom. 

1 Cole and Ira Chikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People: The Law Against the Potlatch on the 
Northwest Coast, ( Seattle: University of Washmgton Press, 1990) 65. 



In contrast to these societies, interior groups such as the Chilch, Shuswap, 

Thompsotl, Lilloer, and the Kootenay m south-eastern British C o b M  had a more fluid 

social structure and there were no ranks or classes.' There were few restrictions on 

marriage? other than p r o h i i g  sexual relations between near  relation^.^ When parents 

arranged marriages for their children, as was common among many tribes like the 

Thompson, Chilcotin, Kootenay, and the ChiEwack, they were guided by consideratiom 

of finding a family that would provide economic stability and personal compatibility for 

theh. children, rather than by considerations of status or prestige. 

For most interior groups, the groom often gave presents to the relatives or 

guardians of the woman I= wanted to marry. If the marriage proposal was accepted, the 

f d e s  of both the bride and groom exchanged grfts with each other.' Some individuals 

were also betrothed, and these two forms -  be^ ,a, and/or the giving of presents -- were 

the most honourable means of mamiage among interior groups. Marriage by claiming or 

touchg a g d  durmg the religtous or ghost dance had also been popular. Ethnographer 

James Teit described the touching dance for Lillooet youth: 

... all the young unmarried men and women went out, formed a circle, and danced in single 
file. When the dance chief or speaker shouted "Take hold!" the dancers beat time for two or 
thTee minutes; and any man whir wished a certain girl ran up to her and seized her belt or 
the loose end of her sash If the girl did not want hun, she pushed h m  offl or snatched the 

* Wendy Wickwire, "Women m Ethnology: The Research of James A Teit," Ethnohistory 40, no.4 ( F d  
1993) 539-62,13. For infomation on the Chilcotins refer to Robert B. Lane's work entitled "Chilwtin," in 
Handbook of Worth American hdiam, voL6, ed. William C. Sturtevant Iw-dshuzgton: Srnithsonkn) 402- 
412. Befoe contact with the whites, the Chilwtin had had no formal chefs or leaders, except for those who 
ktd gained the cOnhdence of others through their talents or skiIls. Intense Roman Catholic missionary work 
in the 1870s instiIled the idea of chi& and the formation of a semi-theocratic IocaI government. 

Teit, The Jesup North Pacific ExpaWx Part V -The LillOOet Indians, ed. Franz Boas, (New York: 
Leiden aJrd Bdl, i906), 268. See also The Salish People: The Local Contribution of Charles Hill-Tout Vol. I 
The Thompson and the okm%m, ed Ralph Maud, (Vancower Talon Books, 1978), 48. 

Wxkxire, "Women in Ethnoiogy," 13. Also see Oher Wells, The ChiIiiwacks a d  Their N&bours 
(V- Talonbooksf 1987), 56. 
Ch;nfes Hill-To* "Ethnological Report of the StEek and Sk-Aulits Tribes of the Halkomelern Division of 

the SaEish of B.C." &mdmr ~ ~ c a l  Inhtuk: 1895), 318. 



end of her sash &om his hands. Then he had to desist. If she favored him, he danced with 
her, holdmg her by the belt or szlsh....If the girl did not then shake the man off, they were 
considered husba~d and d. If she pushed hurt aside, the chief called out, "So and so 
[mentioning the man's m e ]  has been 'thrown oflP or re jectw and the girl was fiee.6 

In other traditional Idlooet practices, if a woman and a man had sexual intercourse, or if 

she proposed to a certain man and he accepted the proposal, the two were considered 

married without further ceremony.' There had been no restrictions regarding marriages 

between rnmb of different classes, famities and villages, although there were 

prohibitions against close intermarriage.' 

In the Kwakiutl, Bella Coola, and some other coastal communities, however, 

marriage regulated more than se-Yual relations. For these groups, marriage was an essential 

means of maintainmg or increasing one's status, prestige and social prerogatives. Marriage 

practices played a fundamental role in establishmg the lines of clan membership and 

hereditary rank before the commety. The Kwakiutl, Bella Coola, and some Camer 

groups had an ambilineal structure;P therefore, status and prerogatives concerning 

r e s o w  could be conferred through both parents. For this reason, serial marriages among 

the Kwakiud were encouraged and desired. They considered four to be the optimum 

number of mamiages to enter into.'' 

Fbr the BelIa Coola, the ancestral famdy was the most important unit of social 

or&arrization. Having the nghts to a family name meant that one shared the knowledge of 

that name's particular origin myth, as well as the rights to use that f m ' s  resources." 

"eit, TIE LiIlooet Indians, ed Boas, (JesupNPEx), 268. 
' Ibid. 
a Kcrotenay: BC Heritage Society (Viitoriar Provincial Archives, 1952), 32-33. 

Margaret L. Tobey, "Carrier; Handbook of North American Indians, VoL6,422 
'' Cole and Chaikin, 65,78. 
11 T- L. Mchmith, The Bells Cmh Indians. vol. 1 (Toronto: University of T010nto Press, 1 M8), 137- 138. 



The potlatch ceremony was central in validating customq marriage cerenmies for the 

Bella Coola. The potlatch was the occasion whereby status. rank and hereditary pridege 

were claimed through dances, speeches, and the distribution of wealth. Marriage was a 

community event; many witnesses had to be present in order to validate the occasion." 

Almost all contemporary observers of Kwakiutl and Bella Coola customary 

marriages - and even those of Northwest Coast groups in general - noted how the 

ceremony was characterized by a 'purchase" and a Referring specifically 

to the Kwakiutl and Bella Cool4 Boas believed that the marriage was essentially a 

"purchase;" however, the object was not the woman. The exchange of @ts to the bride's 

fm ensured her future children's membership in the fkn@.l4 Irnp~rtantly, the obiect 

of the marriage was neither solely economic, nor was marriage regarded rls a means of 

regulating sexuahty; rather, marriage established the future children's claims to ancestral 

rights and prrvlleges of the contracting parties. During the courting process, the man 

presented gifts to the bride's f-. If the gdts were accepted, then the bride's family 

agreed to the union. However, once the woman's famdy repaid the p$ts after the wedding 

ceremmy - over the course of a few months or years -- the woman was free to leave since 

"the obligations of the contracting parties were complete and the marriage was ended."" 

-- 

'* Cole and Chadun, 5. 
l3 sylvia Van Kirk, in 'The Custom of the Country:"An Examination of the Fur Trade Mamage Practices,'' 
Canadian Fan& History: Selected Readings, ed. Bettina Bradbury (Toronto: Copp Clark htman, 1092) 71, 
&cusses the Nor' Westers' adaptation to Native marriage practices, inchding the practice of offering a 
%ride price," which she d w m i  as a mutual exchange of&. Unfortunately, she doesn't identify which 
particular nation(s) she is dealing with. 
Ibid, 77. See also Margaret A. StoK Bela Coola Ceremony oLW Canadian Ethnology Service, Paper 

No. 21, (Ottawa, 1975) 23-24. McIlwraith is the most comprehensive source far h custom among the 
Bella Coola. 
''Bid, 78. 



E a  wife stayed, she was thought to "stay for n~thxtg,"'~ since the custom held that she 

should be trying to enhance her prestige by arranging another marriage. After four 

marriages a Kwakuittl woman's rank was established and she was expected to stay with her 

latest husband, although he was under no obligation to keep her, unless he too had already 

been married four times. McIlwraith found that the B e b  Coola did not have serial 

marriages like the Kwakiutl, although, they did have a "repurchase" custom. The Bella 

Coola referred to the custom as "repurchase" and that every ambitious wife hoped to be 

"re-bought" several times over by the same husband." 

Unlike the Kwakiutl and Bella Coola whose social structure was ambilineal, the 

Tshnshian, TLingit and Hai& were organized according to matrilineal descent and had 

fairly fvred marriage pattern rules. For these groups, marriages did not invoke a change in 

one's status, nor was the validation function of the potlatch as sigmficant to their customary 

marriage ceremonies.18 The purpose of marriage was the consolidation of the fa& unit 

and its wealth. Because of the matrilineal social structure, Hai& women played an 

extensive role in distributrng and controhg property among the both families, as well as 

detennhing rnaniage partners for their children.19 

For other coastal groups in general, the type of marriage ceremony depended upon 

one's rank. Poorer classes had very shnple and informal arrangements made between men 

and women who wished to become married. Some courting procedures invoked the 

exchange o f & @  whereby gifts could be returned to the suitor if the parents of one of the 

'"bid. 
'' Mclhmith, 406-4 1 5. 
IS Cole and C h d m  3. 
I9 Ibid, 5 1. 



youths did not approve of the proposed union. Methodist missionary Caroline Tate 

described one Clayoquot father who demonstrated his rejection of his daughter's male 

suitor by pulling out the pole of grfts and throwing it on the beach where the vowg man 

and his fiends had landed their canoe.m Higher classes had more elaborate rituals. In onc 

particular ceremony, a youth of rank would visit the house of the girl he wished to many. 

The man would sit outside her door for four days fasting. In the meantime, the woman's 

parents would ridicule him and remind him of his defects of character. IIc would have to 

bear this in silence. On the fourth day, if the parents accepted lum, they would offa him a 

mat to sit on. They would then ask the chief or head of the household to invite the man 

inside to sit by the fire. Both firmilies provided a large feast and gave long speeches. l'ht: 

bride then went to the husband's village to live. If the marriage was successful and both 

partners were compatible with each other, the bride would finalize the union by giving 

presents to her husband's fa*, and the contract would be considered complete. 

Conversely, if the marriage was not working out, the headmen of the village would retwn 

the wife to her own 

Thus, the ways that Native societies regulated marriage and the forms that those 

customs took were closely linked to the priorities of that tribe and its social structure. We 

see this relationship most clearly with the hrgNy ranked Kwakiutl and Bella Coola societies. 

In contrast, for groups like the Lillooet, Chilcotin, and the Kootenay who inhabited areas 

with less natural wealth and a hostile climate, survival was the main task at hand. A more 

fluid and fiexi'ble social structure meant that those with leadershrp skills gained authority 

20 Diary of Caroline Tate, 13 Jar~uary, 1898. Add. Mss. 303, Box 3, BCARS. 
21 Coast Salish: Heritage Series, voL 2 (Victoria: ProVmd Archives, 1 !W), 4 1-42. 



and prestige within the clan. Parents arranged mariiage unions for their children with the 

object of emwing that the couple and their offspring would be physically strong and 

economically viable. 

When missionaries h t  began afiiving in British Columbia in the late 1830s they 

observed that the Indian nations regulated marriage and sexuality m ways that Ehffered from 

thkr own codes of regulation. Most missionaries, and later government agents, were 

startled by Native customs, and hoped to reform Indian cultures which had different 

understan- of how gender and wealth were to be organized. 

After contact with whites, many Indian nations began to choose Christian forms of 

maniage and traditional forms fell into disuse. As the social structures organizing Indian 

communities rapidly changed chre to disease, white settlement, and missionary involvement, 

marriage practices and the reasons for regulatmg marriage also changed. For most interior 

groups, traditional f o m  of marriage were begmrrmg to wane by the end of the nineteenth 

century. Teit claimed that by the time of his research, nearing the end of the nineteenth 

century, most of the customary fotms of marriage had been altered to "conform to &e 

rites of the Roman Catholic ~ h u r c h . " ~  

In contrast to this trend, the Kwakiutl and BeUa Coola were most notable m their 

resistance to European forms of marriage. The presence of greater material wealth 

generated fkom gade enhanced the practice of traditional marriages and potlatchmg. 

Wealth was easier to attain; thus, more people were able to provide potlatches and advance 

swialy through marriage. Rqwtrts from missionaries and Indian agents at the time indicate 

a Teit, The Jesu~ North Pacific Exmddion, ed. Franz Boas, v d  2, part Vn (New Yo& AklS Press, 1909), 
590- Also see Td, 'Ihe Thompson Indians of British Cohrmb& ed. Franz Boas (New York AhAS Press, 
1 W), 325. 



that podatch marriages were frequently occurring on the coast into at least the 19309, and 

conhued after that time. Historians Cole and Chaikin s w a t  that by the 1920s. thc 

Kwakiutl had modified the potlatch and no longer practiced the features which caused the 

most alann, such as arranged marriages and child betrothals to middle-aged or eldcm 

men.23 The K~-akiutl continued to practice their marriage traditions despite g o v m e n t  

and missionary efforts to reform them. In the 1920s, agent William W d a y  &n'@ 

reported that most of the Indians in the Alert Bay district were married and separated 

accordmg to Indian cust3ms. After vkdhg Alert Bay the Anglican Bishop of Columbm 

reported m 1930 that "a potlatch was held and two marriages were supposed to be taking 

place."" The main features of Kwakiutl and Bella Coda traditional marriage customs 

continued to thrive on the west wast because marriage was the primary means of 

establishmg one's status and wealth within the community. 

In addition to changes in the form of marriage ceremonies, there were other 

transfOrmatim m how sexuahty was regulated after contact. Prior to contact, most Indian 

nations m British Columbia practiced or accepted polygamy to m e  extent. After contact, 

however, most of these groups became monogamous. Also, in pre-contact times, young 

people usual@ married shortly after puberty. But with missionary involvement and 

incre;tsed settler pressures on traditional Native resou~ces, marriages tended to be post- 

porred until couples were m their twenties. Moreover, pre-marital intercourse with a pro- 

spective marriage partner had Usuany been tolaated more than intercom with p- 

23€!oleandCh&k, 182. 
24 RH. Podey, Attcmtey General of BC to D.C. Scott, DSGLq 8 November 1930. RG 10 Black Series, voL 
7978, & 1/18-26. 



who were not potential marriage companions.l' Pre-marital intercourse became less 

toierated a,fter increased contact with Euro-Christian settler society. Thus, one of the 

slgntf~cant effects ol' contact between whites and Indians was that the relations between 

Native men and women changed. Traddonal modes of regulating sexuality, gender, and 

marriage relations were altered. 

L1 1ManiaPe.. . the thorn at the side of the ~issionary: "26 Perceptions of Tribal 
Manixes and Justifications for Regulating Gender Relations 

Despite the logic of Native rnaniage customs and the sgaficance and meanings of those 

custom for the various aboriginal cuttures, most Euro-Canadian observers were appalled 

by tribal marriage practices. Reflecting m 1976 on his past missio. -g. experience, Oblate 

missionary Francois Marie Thomas commented on Shuswap marriage practices: 

"Katuralty, an their marriages were not m order and their children had received little or no 

r e b o w  in~truction."~' Compared to what many of his colleagues and contemporaries had 

to say, Thomas's comments were one of the milder descriptions of Native marriage 

practices. In shriktng contrast to the tone used by ethnographers in describing customary 

marriage traditions among the various aboriginal nations in British Columbia, missionaries 

and Indian agents probided some of the most cdical accounts of Native marriage practices. 

To them, carried different cdtwl meanings and was regdated differently from 

'' Daughters c?f chief%, however, were raised under stricter t m s ;  a long, chaste engagement was preferred 
f a d  was thought to enhance the status of the union and the future children Among the Bella Coola for 
ex.uampk, a long engagement usual& resulted in more presents for the bride's M y .  McIlwmth, 386. 
'' %hop E. M. Wmot, ̂ Catholic Action and Bishop Durieu's Systq" Archives of the Oblates of Mary 
lnmmdat~ (Vancouver, B.C.). Oblate microfilm reel #6,1941,1-25. 
r Franc& M e  Thomas, OM-I., "An Account of the lkfksionary Work Done by the O.M.I. in St. 
J-s Dhk f  Carib00 B.C.,- lmpubbhdt).pescript 1976, BCARS, Add. Mss. 567. 



Tu'ake custmrq' marriages. hilissionaries and Indian agents generally expressed great 

concern over abrigbal marriage practices while Department of Indian AEEiiirs burmucrats 

tended to downplay the seriousness of the effects of Native marriage practices. Thus, there 

was no unanirmty of opinion regarding how to refom Indian sexuatity and married He. In 

this section I discuss the kinds of conr;erns. that these reformers had about Indian marriages, 

and their attempts to convince authorities of the serious repercussions arising from 

customary marriage practices. Towards the end of this chapter I wiU esplore how reforrn~rs 

hoped to change sexual relations through education. 

Critics of customary marriages objected to polygamy, payments between the bride 

and groom's families, betrothals, relatively easy separations, and infant marriages. The 

connection of traditional marriages to the potlatch ceremony was particular cauve for 

alarm; Euro-Canadians regarded the customary marriages of certain coast tribes, especially 

those of the tenaciously conservative Kwakiutt as particularly odious because the 

distributive and validatmg function of the potlatch represented an "outmoded" economic 

and political system. Critics who did not characterize the potlatch in exactly those terms 

gexdly regarded the potlatch as wasteful and destructive of property. Also, some of 

those who worked among Native groups were concerned with social problem that had 

been created or exacerbated upon contact with whites: namely, the proliferation of 

prostitution, par t icddy among west coast women. Variow moral reformers a$ well as 

Nab men were aaarmed by the number of Native women traveling to work camps and 

t m  such as Victoria to prostitute tiremsehres in order to earn money for potlatch 

pmposes.n Reformers akm argued that the easy separation practices of most tribes 



ckstabitid Xative fitmilks- mcoucaged illegitimacy, and resulted in powrty for many 

Katke wcmm. Similar c h  were made by some Sative men. 

*Mi~onaries. Indian agents. and other observers argued that these features of 

customarq. marriages and separations degraded Iiative women. Reformers believed that the 

moral status of hdian. in general %-as; dependent upon the morality of Indian women.'g 

position as mothers necessifated their education in the mores of "Civitization." It was 

tholcght that if' Indian women were educated in Christian morality, they would influence the 

character of their husbands and children." Conversely, if women were ignorant of the 

ways of -civilization" they would never be able to properly educate their children. 

.Mmeovcr- since secular and retigrow reformers considered the family to be the 

cornemtone of citilization as they &fined it, Sative marriage customs, which in effect 

regulated family life (and an the economic, sexual, and status relations attached), attracted 

refiwmers' attention. In one of his speeches to fellow missionaries, Methodist Charles 

Montgomery Tate justifkd m d  mtervention in Xative f& life, explaining: "the 

lasip of their pative] marriage customs [was] destructive alike of home life and rehgious 

Ref'omters were also concerned about the exchange of payments betweem familes. 

* * 

Indnrwfuats like Indian Superintendent I. W. Pmen who had observed the purchase 

practice ofien misunderstood it: like many others, he did not understand the significance of 



the purchase in ensuring a couple's ht\lre children's claims to a family name and 

prerogatives. Rather? Powen regarded the exchange of g&s between the gmom-to-hc: and 

the bride's father as evidence that the Xative woman was being purchased and sold as in a 

simple transaction. Roman Catholic missionary Charles Ludwig Moser, who spent thirty 

years working among the west coast tribes from 1900-1930, referred to the I-icsquiat 

custom of laying down grfts as "Tse-as" - significantly, when he translated Tse-as into 

English it meant bLbuying a ~&e. ' '~  

Church and legal authorities who questioned the treatment of Native women were 

fwious over the widespread custom of payments. When discussing traditional marriage 

customs, reformers argued that Native women were treated as passive objects, debased and 

degraded by Native men. One report from Vancouver Island in 1872 stated: 

The Nanaimos ...th e Euclatores [Yuklata], and on the main land [sic] the Scychzlles 
[Sechelts], but a very small number of the Indmns are Christians, and their morals are 
excessively lax. They sell their wives and daughters to the first comer.3' 

Decades later, many non-Natives insisted that Native women were treated like chattel 

under traditional marriage customs. In ruling on the legality of marriages by tribal custom, 

Judge Gregory at the Vancouver Fan Assizes in October 1921 described Native women at 

Kingcome Inlet as bemg treated like "chattel and upon payment of a certain amount of 

money or goods or chattels by the bridegroom, [the woman] was handed over by her father 

or guardian, or whoever had control over her, to the bride-groomn" Although Ciregory 

portrayed In& maniages as exploitative, he found customary marriages valid 

" Dkiyof~esMoser ,O.S.B. ,2 ' :May 1912. Add W s .  2172, BCARS. 
11 Sessional Paper No. 10,1872, Report by H.L. Lag- C.B., Minister of Pubfic Works, 29 
34 British Cohrmbia Supreme Co- Gregory J., 20 October 1921, in B m  Sktter)l and I h d a  Charlton, 
Camdim Native Law Cases (Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan Natwe Law Center, 1985), vol I, 
192 1-1930. 



metheless, as long as both parties had w m t e d  to the union. Even though the Native 

woman had the power of ending the m-e, her position as chattel was reinforced, he 

suggested, because she still had to pay back the amount she was initdty purchased for by 

the husband. Missionaries at Kingcome Met in the 1930s were of the same impression as 

Gregory and claimed that Native women in traditional marriage practices were bought and 

sold like chattel.% 

The perception that Native women were sexually and economically exploited under 

Indian marriages was reinforced by reports that Native women and girls were often coerced 

into marrying. From the west coast, the Methodist Reverend Joseph Schindler reported 

two cases where Mian girls were manied against their will. 

Agnes, the young wife, it seems went through the marriage ceremonies against her urlll 
which she manifested by constantly refusing to cohabit with the boy although he h e d  in 
the same house with her trying to gain her will fill last fall.. . . 

Another case which is certmly beyond the limit occurred about a week before ... A boy 
from Ehattisaht, Harry P[ 1, about fifteen years of age or less was married to M[ - 
] of Clayoquot, a gul of only twelve years old. This seems to have been done against the WI.U 
of the @ for I was told that she cried all that day while the marriage ceremonies were gone 

Schindler's concerns were echoed by fellow missionary C. M. Tate who headed the 

Clayoquot mission from 1898-99. Tate described his impressions of customary early 

marriages in a poetic sermon: 

A more pamfid scene now calls 
Our attention; compared with which 
The past seems triviaL and 
Scarce worthy of notice. An 
Innocent girl who h mely 
Reached her teens, is seized 
By two of the MUage crones, 
And dragged Earn her childish play 
To be made the wife of some stmnger. 

35 AW. Ned,  M.P., Albemi, to T A  Crerar, Minister, DMR, 5 January 1937; RG 10 BS, vol. 7978, file 1118- 
26. 
'' Joseph Schindler, O.S.B. to C. A. Cox, Indian Agent, 16 May 1913, RG 10 C-8538, vol. 6816, file 486-2-5 
pt.1. 



What matter! Though he be young, 
Or old; bring he but a present 
Sufficient to satise- the base desire 
Of he, who calls hunself father, -- 
For such is the ~ ~ ~ t o m . ~ ~  

Critics also vehemently objected to betrothals and early marriages that occurred 

among the Kwakiutl. Some critics of Native marriages claimed that girls as young as seven 

and eght were betrothed or sold as chattel. "Infant marriages," as they were called, came 

under discussion in the Kwakiutl Agency in 1897. Methodist missionary Mrs. HaIl who ran 

the Alert Bay Girls Home referred to Indian girls being "mortgaged off by their fathers."" 

Accordmg to Indian agent R.H. Pidcock early marriages among the Kwakiutl were 

traditional: 

. . . the custom is nothing new, but has always been the case as long as they can remember, 
or their fathers before them. A girl, directly she arrives at the age of puberty is married, and 
girls arrive at this state at a very early age among the Indians; generally between the ages of 
12 and 15 years. In regard to the mortgagrng of Indian girls, I find that it is done 

39 occasionally.. . 

Pidcock directed his concerns toward the attention of Indian Superintendent A. W. Vowell. 

Vowell, however, dsqyeed with HaI17s and Pidcock's assessment of the prevalence of 

early marriages. In an effort to stave off further requests from Hall and Pidcock to legislate 

against tribal maniages, Vowell stated that: 

The practices complained of by Mrs. Hall and which she appears to misunderstand a s  fkr as 
the girls are concerned were at one time prevalent amongst all the Indians on this coast and 
have largely fallen into disuse as the Indians have become more civhzed. The term 
"mortgaged" used by Mrs. Hall and Mr. Pidcock is misapplied m this case.40 

C.M. Tate, n.d. 1898-99, Add. Mss. 303, BCARS. 
R.H. Pidcock, Indian agent, to A.W. Vowell, Indian Superintendent, 1 1 December 1894, RG 10, C-8538, 

vol. 6816,ae 486-2-5 pt. 1 
39 Ibid. 

A W. Vowell to the Secretary of Indian Affairs, 27 December 1897, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, frle 486-2- 
5 ptl.  



He suggested further that Half's and Pidcock's characteniation of traditional marriages as 

being a matter of "mortgaging" was a result of misinterpretmg Kwakiutl cultwe. 

Indians have great affection for their children and are far &om considering them mere 
chattels, where an Indian girl attains a marriageable age her sentiments are given every 
consideration and if she strongly objects to the man to whom she had been espoused by her 
father the marriage is generally broken off and any jgfh which happen to have been made in 
regard thereto are either returned or compromised for.41 

VoweJJ's dismissal of these reports as requires further attention and should be 

questioned. Although it is possible that the Kwakiutl, during 1896-97, when Hall and 

Pidcock were raging against tribal marriage custom, may have temporarily stopped 

practicing traditional marriage customs, it seems unlikely - regardless of how "civilized 

they had become. The Kwakiutl were conservative in their marriage practices; evidence 

suggests that despite efforts to reform them, the Kwakiutl maintained their traditional 

practices well into the twentieth century. It seems more likely that Vowell, in dismissing 

Hall's and Pidcock's complaints, may have wanted to minimize the '$roblem" m order to 

avoid having to do anyhmg about it. Despite mounting pressure fiom reformers such as 

agent Pidcock and missionaries like Hall, Department of Indian Affaits officials had 

difficulties with the concept of regulating family life and were rehxtant to intervene. Thus, 

by minimizing the incidence of marriage payments among the Kwakiutl, Vowel1 could 

justify DIA's laissez-faire policy regardmg marriage reforms." As well, by clarmmg that 

infant maniages and "mortgagingn had fden into disuse as the Indians "became more 

41 lbid. 
lbid. 

43 In cfisc* prostitution m Uctorian England, Judith Walkowitz describes the commdm that liberal 
states were in when it came to moral refm.  On the one hand, the "cultmid paranoian that gripped the 
middle class led to efforts to remake working class cubme; yet at the same time, the state was often 



civilized, " Vowell could point to the wisdom of DM policy, which favored gradual 

cMization and assimilation over mtwention. 

Vowell's efforts to downplay the "abhorrent" features of tribal marriages failed to 

alter the hpressions of various agents and missimaries who continued to argue that 

customary marriages degraded Native women, and that traditional marriages needed to be 

eradicated. In 1902 Indian agent G. W. DeBeck requested E. A. Bird, missionary teacher 

at Gwayasdurus school, to report what he knew of marriage customs among the natives 

around Alert Bay. Bird reported that Kwakiutl marriage customs were linked closely to the 

"unsavory7? potlatch system. 

In reply to your question as to my knowledge of the marnage custom existing amongst 
the Indians, it really is a serious evil and is 1 believe the foundation on which the "'Potlatch 
is built. When a man gives say 500 Blankets [sic] for a girl or woman it is only the fist step 
of a business transaction and often a gigantic one for the hther or whoever is the near 
relative of the grl in effect mortgages her; if the p l  stays with her husband for a year the 
father or relative pays back to the man who buys her 1000 blankets which is the usual rate 
of interest viz. 10PA . . . .When the riortgage has been paid off the outcome is the 
"Potlatc4 the husband on that day gives away to all the tribe various things blankets, 
shawls, grease, cups, basins etc. to the value of the mortgage. Is not this pure and simple 
tradmg and the girl is the great factor in the whole business.. . .44 

Aside &om his characterization of Kwakiutl marriage practices as "evil, " Bird's 

descriptions of the practices and customs were basically accurate. Bird's ohervatim that 

traditional marriage practices had caused some disruption and divisions amongst the 

Kwakiutl themselves was also astute. He noted that "the young men for the most part 

cannot get wives because as a rule they have no blankets or money.. .they have to compete 

ductant to scplkitly intervene m the morality of its citizens. See Wdkowitz in Prostitution and Victorkn 
Societv: Women, Class and the State, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 42. 
44 E A  Bird, T.P., teacher at Gwayasdurus, Alert Bay, to G.W. &Beck, 23 June 1902, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 
681 6, file 486-2-5 pt. 1. 



with the older men who hold the property."45 By this time, many Native men fiom nations 

around the provjnce were lookmg to ref- Native marriages and farmfy life. 

Non-Native refolmers, meanwhile, continued their efforts to convince the 

a ~ ~ e s  that Indian rnaniages needed to be reformed. Following Bird's observations 

about the sale of young Indian women, De Beck collected statements fiom Native men 

who had recently been b e d  according to Indian custom. DeBeck hoped to show that 

moftgaging was indeed occurring and that Native women were being exchanged like 

chattel. A man named Metsa from Alert Bay reported to a Provincial Constable that he had 

given 1 165 blankets to the father of the woman he had married; 46 during their marriage, 

his wife's father made a deal with another Alert Bay man to purchase his daughter. The 

first maniage was dissolved and Metsa's wife went to live with the second man4' As with 

most of DeBeck7s complaints, the department filed DeBeck's correspondence on this 

matter along with the statements collected. 

The issue of child-marriages in the Kwakiutl agency continued to be troublesome to 

many observers up until the inter-war years. The Kctoria DrziZy Times reported for May 

14, 1919 that members of the Lady Douglas charities group "Hears Plea for Indian 

Children:" 

Miss Nixon, of the mission school at Alert Bay, gave a moving story of the lot of the 
Indian &Is, many of whom were married at ten years of age and had more than one 
'husband' before they reached the age at which the average white girl left 

4 % ~ .  Bird, T.P., teacher at Gwayasdurus, Alert Bay, to G.W. DeBeck, 23 June 1902, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 
681 6, file 486-2-5 p t  1. 
46 SEatement by Metsa at Alert Bay, 21 January 1903, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, me 486-2-5 pt. 1. 
47 Statement by Quothlelas at Alert Bay, 22 Jmuary 1903, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, fie 486-2-5 pt. 1. 
" Artide &om the Victoria Dajb Times, Wednesday, 14 May 1919. RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, iile 486-2-5 
9-1. 



The age discrepancy between partners involved in early marriages was another source of 

contention for missionaries and agents. According to agents and missionaries m the 

Kwakiutl agency, early marriages typically occurred between young pubescent Native gds  

and much-older and wealthier Native men who could afford to pay what was sometimes 

thousands dollars for the marriage. Regarding the issue of early maniages, agent lk Heck 

once again wrote a series of complaints to his department superiors.49 He was concerned 

about the demographc consequences of early marriages, since there appeared to be a large 

number of single, rnaniageable young men. In order to preserve the punch of De Beck's 

construction of the problem and to illustrate to readers how some reformers viewed 

customary marriages and were deeply troubled by their practices, I have reproduced his 

entire letter below: 

The old men [have] a monopoly of the young gxls, as they have the most money, and 
the young men have to put up with some old worn out girl or wnng in on some other man's 
wife. And again it is next to impossible for a girl 13 or 14 years of age to live with & be 
faiW to an old brute of a Siwash 60 or 70. This I believe to be the principal cause of so 
much immorahw among these Indians. As it often happens, the girl gets tited of the old 
man and leaves with some other fellow without talang the trouble to pay back the blankets; 
then the trouble begm, and the old man makes a bee h e  for the Indian Agent to try & get 
his assistance in getting back his wife, blankets generally preferred. If the Indian form of 
marriage is not legal, I think they should be compelled to adopt some method that was. Ch 
the other hand ifit is legal, it seems to me to be a bad mess, &there is not much hopes of 
improvemenf morally or otherwise, among these Indians .... It looks cruel to me to see a 
child 13 or 14 years of age put up & sold just like sheep or a nanny goat, to a bleary eyed 
siwash old enough to be her grand-Father [sic], for a pile of duty blankets, whch d in turn 
be Potlached [tic] to the rest of the band, and all to make the proud Father, a big Ingun [sid. 
As far as Government interference causing any trouble by breaking up their old custom is 
concerned, I think we need have no fear on that account, as all the young men are very 
much dissatisfied with the present state of aflkirs and would gladly welcome almost any 
change.% 

49 DeBeck's superiors considered him somewhat of a loose canon. He clashed with Vowell's laissez-fatre 
approach to a m b e r  of issues, most notably that of the potlatch. DeBeck lasted only four years in the 
Department before he resigned in 1%. See Cole and C h a h ,  71. 
G.W. DeBeck to A. W. Vowell, Indian Superintendent, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, file 486-2-5 pt. 1 



Further south across the island, Reverend Joseph Schindler reported to M a n  agent C.A. 

Cox on the practice of early marriages m his agency. Atthough his reports were not heady 

laden with racist language like DeBeck's accounts were, Schindler still placed Native 

maniage customs beyond the pale of civilization. 

I feel obhged to report to you a few thugs wbch interfere with the progress in the 
education and civilization on the West Coast and pxhcularly at Clayoquot. It is in regard to 
the early mamages of the I n h  for they seem to be malang efforts to revive their ancient 
customs in this matter. About Christmas time or shortly afkr in 191 1 a boy and girl ... both 
about fourteen years of age, were married according to the custom of the tribe. I allowed 
this case to pass with a few remarks to the Indians showing my disapproval, lhdmg it to be 
an unusual occurrence for I had been told that the Inham have abandoned the practice of 
early rnaniage~.~' 

Like marriage customs, customary separation procedures also received criticism 

from non-Natives, although not to the same degree. As ethnographers Teit, Swanton, and 

Hill-Tout observed, traditional separations for most nations were generally informal 

mqements whereby the marriage was considered dissohred once one partner left the 

other. Judge Gregory of the B.C. Supreme Court described the traditional divorce practices 

of the Alert Bay people. 

The W a n  woman.. .could. .. redeem herself. She redeemed herself by paylng back to her 
husband a stplated amount, usually two or three times the amount he gave for her [as a 
marriage present to her guardian], and upon this bang paid she was fiee to leave him and 
the marriage, according to this Indian custom, was then dissolved ....52 

The subsequent correspondence generated from the Kwakiutl agency regarding customary 

separation procedures suggests the trouble that some non-Natives had with the apparent 

ease and informabty with which Native marriages could be terminated. To outside 

'' Revemd Joseph Scfrindler, O.S.B., in AZberm, to C.A. Cox, Indian Agent, 16 May 1913, RG 10, C-  
8538, vol. 6816,61e 486-2-5 pt. 1. 

R.H. Pooley, Attorney General of BC to D.C. Scott, DSGIA, 8 November 1930, RG 10 Black Series, vol. 
7978,6k 1/18-26. 



observers, Kwakiutt separation procedures involving €he apparent exchange of money for 

' M o m n  only served to teinforce the chattel-like subordination of Native women. 

According to agent Halliday, customary separations were fairly easy to undergo becrtuw 

Natives organized their lives according to different principles of morality. In 1929 he 

wrote: 

It will take more than one generation to cure the Indians of these habits as to them it is 
not a matter of offme at ail. Nothing m the marriage is remded as sacred to them and 
there being no principal [sic] evolved [sic] in their minds they feel flee to break any bonds 
that may be entered into and it makes the question of morahty a very difficult one to 
handle....53 

Because there seemed to be less formality involved in separations, some Indim agents, like 

Halliday, described divorces as "throwing off a wife.'*4 W d a y  believed that separation 

procedures had become increasrngEy lax among the Kwakiutl Indians. 

They themselves do not consider their marriages, if they can be called such, as binhg.  
Untd recently it was obligatory on the woman's part to return the property which was gwen 
with the woman before she was considered free to marry a p n  but even that does not hold 
at the present time.55 

Some reformers who objected to Native marriage and separation practices interpreted the 

exchange of property at the commencement or dissolution of a rnaniage to mean that profit 

- and not procreation or emotional commitment - was at the center of marriage 

arrangements. Native women, some believed, were not valued as mothers or wives in the 

European sense, but as a form of property to be exchanged for the purpose of furthering 

men's socio-econ&c status in the tribe. InfOnnal separation arrangements further 

53 W.H. Halliday to Secretary DIA, 9 January 1926, RG 10, Black Series, vol. 11 150, file C.R. 25 pt.B -- 
Kwawkewlth Agency, 1 9 1 4- 1 944. 
'' W.M. HaIliday to Duncan Campbell Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian ABiirs, 23 
February 1914, RG 10, C-8538, voL 6816, file 486-2-8, ptl. 
55 Bid. 



suggested to them the lack of commitment to a monogamous, Me-long marriage. Some 

rdmm used cultural expfanatim to account for Native marriage customs. Missionary 

edwator Reverend Gunn stated that many Native languages, '%while rich in combinations 

and names of material things, are poor or absolutely without such abstract words as faith, 

hope, and love."56 The implications of such ideas were clear: it was thus up to whites to 

spread the word - more to the point - the language of " c ~ t i o n 7 ~  though education. 

Perceptions of Native women bemg treated as chattel by their fathers and husbands 

who sold them and then "threw them off" when no longer interested was consistent with 

the image of Native women as "squaws." According to Daniel Francis, Native women 

were typically regarded as debased, immoral, and a sexual convenience who lived a life of 

servile toil, mistreated by her men." Such images appear in some of the wntmgs of eariy 

pioneem. Angl~can cleric Alexander David Pringle, who headed a mission in Hope in the 

1860s noted the heavy physical work that Fraser River Indian women were expected to 

carry out. His assessment on the progress of Native women was that they were: 

Begmnrng to build better homes, a little cleaner, women learnt to sew, wash, and iron -- 
Accustomed to carry giant "pack" loads on their backs - A women will pack 100 lbs flour & 
a child on her back.s8 

Charfes Montgomery Tate, who began workmg as a missionary in 1870 and spent most of 

his career among the Lower Fraser, Cowichan, and West Coast Indian trr'bes, also believed 

that Native women were beasts of burden. In an undated essay entitled "Indians," Tate 

commented: 

" Valverde, The Age of Wt Soap. and Water, 1 15. 
" Mel Francis, F.z Im agbmy I n d k  The Image of the Indian in Canadian Culture, (Vancouver: Arsenal 
Press, 1992), 121. 
58 Alexander David Prmgie to relatives in England, 1860-1863, vol. 1-2. Add Ms. 369 BCARS. 



As is customary in all heathen bands, men and women seldom eat together. He is lord and 
master while she is the savant and slave, and after his repast is she wrll partake of 
hers, if there be any left." 

The images of Native women as debased and mistreated became signifkant for it 

lent reformers motivation and justification for intervening in aboriginal communities. As 

Karen Dubinsky has argued in her work on moral regulation, 'Wotection, especially of the 

powerless? slid easdy into surveillance.'* Intervention and surveillance were signdicant 

aspects of moral reformers' efforts to educate Native women. In addition to the view that 

Native women were treated as chattel by their "primrtrve" cdture, there were other 

ideological reasons why many reformers were motivated in regulating Native marriages and 

fw life. Missionaries and Indian agents believed that Native ~llillfiages and fimdy lific 

needed to be regulated because the customs of Native communities violated thc appropriate 

gender roles that women were to have if they were to lead a moral, Christian existence. 

The role of women in the household was thought to be pivotal in reproducing Chnstim 

f d e s .  In her work on the changing dynamcs of femininity and masculinity following 

colonization in the Tongas, Christine Gailey has noted that the status of women - as 

descI. l i  by missionaries - served as a justiiication for their interf xence in the fanuly life 

of the hrigmal population. She explains, "One of the major justifications presented by the 

fmt missionaries for their acthities in Polynes~~ was the 'depravity' or 'degradation' of the 

"Indians," by C.M. Tate, Add. Ms. 303 Box 1-3. BCARS. 
5J Karen Dubmsky, "'Maidenly Girls' or 'Designing Women?' The Crime of Seduction in Turn-of-the- 
Cenhny Ontario," Gender Conflicts: New Essays in Women's Histow Ed. Frmca lacovetta and M a r i m  
Valverde, (Tmortto: U r r i V e  of Toronto Press, 1!?32), 57. 



women. Missionaries blamed the women's moral weakness, their climate-induced 

indollace, or chattd-like s u k h t i c m  to men.n61 

Ttus is not to suggest, however, that reformers were not genumefy concerned for 

the protection of aborrgtnal women, for most reformers certamly were. When it came to 

the regulation of Native f e  life, protection and education were dif3icuEt to separate. 

R e f ~ m e r ~ '  attempts to protect Native women - and also Native men who lost their wives 

due to easy separation procedures - usually resulted in some level of education. In other 

words, reformers' efforts to protect Native women and men ultimately reflected their 

attempt9 to reproduce what they believed were appropriate values about fw Me, gender, 

and sexuality. 

In British Columbia, missionaries also made femininity the focus of their 

cmmentary on Native women. Became women's place was thought to be entrenched 

within the home, the morality and protection of Native women were considered of 

fundamental hportance. Catholic priest Father Charles Moser, who worked among the 

Clayoquot and Hesquiat on the West Coast, provided one particularly revealing anecdote 

showing how he and the Indim agent reinforced appropriate feminine ideals among Native 

On Sunday after church 1 had a -it fiom an Indm grrl known as  "Brave &be" she had 
been at a Fmser River Camp a11 summer, and whilst there had been given public praise for 
her quick action m regard to a rnan whc, annoyed her. The man came to her cabin and made 
m&$hns to Katie which annoyed her very much, but instead of showing her moyance 
she asked the man ifhe had arty whiskey, he replied that he would get some. When he came 
bada; K a k  pointed to cabin 23. The nlan went in, expechg to be followed by Katie, who 
shut the door and lacked lum 4 a d  then went fa the police. It cost the rnan 100.00 
ddlars, and Katie was given much praise and was told she would get a letter fim the Kmg, 
which turned out to k merely a Better fi-om the Indian agent who represents the ~ i n g .  ..62 



hghcan missionary WiIJiam Duncan sought to protect Native gitis by taking ~ r l s  into his 

household as boarders. He was concerned a b u t  protecting them from the work camps and 

early sexual exploitation and experimentation before marriage. He also hoped to foster 

domesticily by teaching sewing classes for the gnls at Fort Simpson. His goal was to make 

them good homemakers and desirable Christian wives for upstanding young men." 

Education and protection were thus entwined. 

The education of gds was considered vital if Native societies were to be shaped in 

such a way that would make them compatible with a predominantly white, Christian, 

propertied society. Missionaries often placed the education of g ~ L 5  at the center of the 

cidking project. Eagedy awaiting the arrival of fenow missionaries to open schools for 

Native children in the C a r i b ,  Oblate Father James Maria McGuckin wrote ta Bishop 

I would consider a school for the Indian guk a far greater benefit than a school for the boys. 
Both would be required - But the @ school is undoubtedly the most required. In vain 
shall we teach the boys so long as the guls are ignorant and wicked Let us  have two or 
three Sisters for this school and, with your Lordshtp's p&ior& I shall undertake to raise 
the money to support the establishment. It is really deplorable to behold the state of the 
Inctiangirls in this country. I am amlidat if you establish a school to remedy Uus e d ,  that 
Divine Providence will provide for itS4 

Eight years later McGuckin found that 9611 no missionaries were forthcorning to his 

Carib00 parish. His disappointment was evident in the correspondence sent to 

j 3 y ,  158. 
Fafher McGuckin m South Deep Creek, Cariboo B.C., to Bishop D'Herbomez, 15 November 1866, 

Archives ofthe Oblates of Mar)- Irmnacnlate, ( V m w e r ,  B.C.), Oblate microfilm reel #4, fl-ltme 4995 



It is r d y  too bad that the Sisters are not ccming. Cjur wooden houses will be rctten before 
they are made use of md the children that we bayhzed wrtl be made prostitutes of All for 
tbe want of c a q i n g  out what has been already begun with in many 

Notably, McGuckin's desire for a girls' school was still motivated, ahnost a decade later, 

by the .same understanding of the role of women in the f&, as well as the importance 

that female sexuality p@ed m reflecting societal vafues in general. The Christian education 

of Xative girls was essential to reinforce their appropriate gender roles with Native men. 

Howeverf education, as most reformers recognized, entailed a gradualkt approach, and 

many considered that quam to be its greatest limitation. 

In umcfusion, prior to E u r K a n a h  settlement. aborigmal nations in British 

Cdwbia had their own cut- specific ways of regulating marriage in their 

commees. Due to the pressures of disease, settlement, and missionary involvement, 

some Native groups began to adopt new ways of regulatmg the relations between men and 

wonwn. Other Mian societies were able to n-iaintain and even increase the practice of 

traditicmd marriage ceremotties because of their wealth. 

In the nridst of these social and economic changes, missionaries and Indian agents 

paid particular attention to the marriage and f@ relations of Native groups. They were 

cridcalof- * - 
lraarriage practices and were concerned about the social consequences 

if many of the features of custmmq marriages were left unchecked. Polygamy, bridal 

pa_;lnnents betrdhzJs, relalively easy sepaaatitx~~, and infant marriages raised the ire of 

retigious and secular ref-. Reformers believed that in the long-term, education would 

amterxt  these p~;~:tices. Edwatkq however: was just one strategy employed by 



missionaries and Indian agents attempting to regulate Native manid Me. Not entireIy 

satisfied with a gradualist approach, they directed their efforts towards convincing the 

Department of Indian Affairs of the urgency for legislative reform to regulate Native family 

He amding to the dictates of "civilized" society. 



Chapter Two 

The Moral Reformers and their Strategies to Reform Traditional Marriages 

Both aboriginal communities and Euro-Canadian reformers regarded marriage as an 

important means of regulating the relationships between men and women, regardless of 

whether those relations organized sexuality, economic relations, and/or status and rank 

relations. However, agents of r e f m  disagreed amongst themselves how appropriate 

regulation was to take place. While I have already discussed how various Indian groups 

around British Columbia traditionally regulated marriage in their own communities, the first 

part of this chapter will examine how two agents of reform - the Department of Indian 

Affairs and missionaries - sought to transform Native f e  He. Although Protestant and 

Catholic missionaries and the federal government agreed that Native sexuality was 

unacceptable in its customary forms, these reformers did not agree on the level of 

intervention necessary for change. Within the Department itself, Indian agents, those 

employed on the field, were often in conflict with hgher-ranlung officials and policy- 

makers over how to regulate Native farmEy life. While Indian agents, missionaries, and 

high-level DIA bureaucrats may have had their own ideas about how best to regulate Indian 

marriages, Indian men did too. The latter half of the chapter will then explore how, within 

the co10nizing context, a movement among Native men fiom all over the province began to 

develop, as aboriginal men looked towards reforming marriage and sexuality within their 

Owncommdes. 

As missionaries and Indian agents consistently complained to higher levels in the 

bureaucracy of the Department about the ill-effects of customary marriages, three general 



approaches to deal with the issue of regulating Native fafzuEY life emerged: legislative 

reforms that would either legalize traditional marriages or prohibit them altogether; 

legislative efforts to make ciwl and Christian marriage ceremonies more readily accessiblr: 

to Native bands; and eventual assimilation left to the efforts of Indian agents and 

missionaries. Moral reformers (sometimes under the ahsement of Native men) and 13IA 

policy-makm debated the merits of these strategies and were, ultimately, unable to resotve 

the issue of what constituted the best means of regulation. 

Many reformers argued that legislation was the appropriate strategy for 

transformjng traditional Native maniage practices, either to make customary marriages 

legally bindmg or to abolish them altogether. Indian agents and missionaries repeatedly 

requested that the Department enact strict legislation malung customq marriages legally 

bin- for both parties involved. In 1902 agent George Ward De Beck proposed drafting 

marriage contracts that would have to be signed by Native partners getting married 

accordmg to tribal custom. He believed that the presence of a contract would make Nativc 

men and women think twice before abandoning a mamiage.' DIA filed h s  suggestions. In 

191 1, Kwakiutl agent William Halliday - perhaps influenced by the arguments posed by his 

predecessor De Beck and by the persistence of Kwakiutl marriage practices - suggested 

that legislation be enacted forcing Native couples lrvrng together or about to cohabit, to 

purchase a marriage license. 

I would not suggest malang it difficult for them to marry, but that before they live together 
they should take out a marnage license at a nominal expense, and then be m e e d  either by 
a clergyman, Justice of the Peace, or Indm Agent and in any event have a record of the 
maniage kept in the Indian Agent's Office. If they choose in addition to this lo be married 

' G.W. DeBeck to A.W. Vowell, 24 December 10, (2-8538, vol. 68 16, file 486-2-5 pt. 1. 



acwrdmg to the Indwn custom I can not [sic] see any valid objection, as a n y b g  that 
would make the marriage absouely bindmg is all that is req~ired.~ 

Over the next few years Halliday regularly corresponded with his superiors in the 

Department, demanding the government "enact drastic legisllati~n,"~ but to little avail. 

Other reformers also suggested that legislation be put in place that would prohibit 

customary marriage traditions. Miss Nixon of the Alert Bay Mission was concerned about 

the "barter in gtris" that she described taking place among many of her ex-students once 

they had graduated fim school. She too, was convinced that legislation would be the 

most effective way to prevent customary marriages. According to her: 

... mission workers were anxious to help the Indian girls and boys after they left school, but 
as matters were at present were unable to wield any influence while the law permitted such 
things as d e s c n i  to take their c o ~ r s e . ~  

While sympathetic to such pressures, the Department refused to outlaw customary 

marriages outright, and instead, chose to follow a more indirect come of action. Until the 

19309, the Department of Indian Affairs' policy was to tolerate Indian customary marriages 

as long as the parties to the marriage had consented to the union and remained 

monogamous while married. Individuals who attempted to marry another party while still 

married to their previous spouse could be prosecuted for bgamy or polygamy. However, I 

have found little evidence indicatmg that many aboriginal individuals were ever prosecuted 

for this.' 

' W.M. Halliday, to J.D. McLean, Secretary of DIA, 6 April 191 1, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, file 486-2-5 
pt.1. 

Halliday to Scott, DSGIA, 23 February 1914, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, file 486-2-8 pt.1. 
4 rrictorio Daily Times, Wednesday, 14 May 1919, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, f3e 486-2-5 pt.1. 
a I found a reference to one case that the Department of Justice was considermg in 1941, whereby an Indian 
man was charged with bigamy after being married once by the church and three times accordmg to Indian 
custom. No &&e action wuld be taken to proseclrte him because "the maniage accordmg to tribal 
custom did not consfi-tate bgmy as defined by the sections.. .in the Criminal Code." RG 10, Vol. 681 6, 



While Indian marriages were considered valid, customary separation procedures on 

the other hand, were never officially considered legitimate. Native individuals who wished 

to end their marriages had to abide by provincial law and seek out the legal services of 

individuals endowed with provincial authority to dissolve  marriage^.^ During the 193% 

once Indian agents had been given the power to act as Registrars of ~aniage, '  the 

Department began to have less tolerance for customary maniages, yet still stopped short of 

declaring customary marriages illegal. 

According to the Department, its policy of tolerating tribal marriages followed the 

courts. In a circular letter to Indian agents in 1916, the Department stated: "'The validity of 

marriages between Indians contracted in accordance with the customs of their tribe has 

been established by the ~ o u r t s . ~ ~  However, court rulings on the validity of tribal marriages 

wcre far fiom consistent. From the Department's perspective, case law on the question of 

Indian marriages happened to be conveniently vague. 

File 486-2-8 Pt. 1. In 1912, Attorney General of British Columbia W.J. Bowser informed agent Halliday 
that it was his opinion that "no jury would convict an In& of bigamy as their customs were very loose 
and allowance would be always made for that fact." Halhday to J.D. McLean, 1 February 1912. The charge 
of bigamy was diflicult to lay because in most cases, as far as administrators could determine, there was no 
kind of second marriage, "only a gomg and living together immorally." See McLean to Halliday, 17 
February 191 2. RG 10, vol. 3832, file 64,535, C- 101 93. 
In one case, Ean Cranmer was refused a legal marriage by agent Halliday because h s  custom-married 

wife was still alive. He eventually "rqurchased" his Grst wife (through a celebratory potlatch) .and 
customarily manied a second wife. This maniage was then solemnized by the Church. Therefore, in this 
instance, the customary separation ceremony was recognized as legitimate. Halliday to J .D. McLem. 1 
February 1912, RG 10, voL 3832, file 64,535. 
In 1902-03, Vowen made arrangements with the provincial government of B.C. to have agent DeIZeck 

appointed as Registrar of marriage. See Vowell to &Beck, 7 January 1903, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 68 16, file 
486-2-5 pt. 1. Around 1912, the DM also made speml arrangements to have agent W k  Halliday 
appointed Registrar of Indian marriages for the Kwakiutl Agency. Halliday reported however, that "very 
few have taken advantage of this matter, although it bas been urged upon them." H&&y to Scott, DSGIA, 
23 February 1914, RG 10, voL 6816, File 486-2-8 pt. 1. 

C. C. Pay, Ass&&& Indian chnmkioner for BC, to Secretary of DIA, 12 December 1932, RG 10 Black 
Series,voL 112%,& 117ptD. 



The precedent- setting case of ConnolZy v. WmIrich was often cited in 

Department correspondence as a point of law regardmg the validity of customary and 

country marriages. The case was decided in 1867 in Lower Canada, and held that the 

marriage of a white man with an Indian woman contracted accordmg to Indian custom was 

a valid and legal marriage, even though the marriage had occurred on the frontier without 

the presence of a minister, priest, or Justice of the Peace. Justice Monk ruled that mutual 

consent between the two parties determined that their marriage was legally valid.9 In the 

Northwest Territories Supreme Court in 1889, Justice Wetmore upheld the decision in 

ConnolIy v. Woolrich ruling once again that "consent coupled with Indian custom is 

sufficient to estabbh a legal and bin- marriage.'"' Based on these two rulings, the 

B.C. Supreme Court further decided that marriages by Indian custom were legally valid in 

Rex. v. Williams, heard in 1921." On the issue of whether Indian marriages by tribal 

custom were legitimate under English law, Judge Matthew Baillie Begbie had invariably 

ruled that a woman married by Indian custom was indeed a wife and that evidence given by 

her was inadmissable to trial.12 

However, other cases before the courts did not always validate customary 

fnaniages. In the case of Robb v. Robb, heard in 1891 before the Ontario Court of 

9 Connolly s. Woolrich, (1867) 11 Lower Can. Jur. 197; 3 U.C.L.J. 14; 1 Lower Can. L.J. 253. Brian Slattery 
and Linda Charlton, Canadian Native Law Cases, (Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan Native Law 
Center, 1986),37 I .  
'"egina v. Nan-E-Quid-KO, ( 1  8891, 1 Terr. L.R 2 1 1 (also reported: 1 (no.2) N.W.T.R. 21). Northwest 
Territories Supreme Court, Richardson, Maciead, Rodeay Wetmore and McGuire JJ.., 7 December 1889. 
Brian Slattery and Linda Charlton, Canadian Native Law Cases (Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan 
Native Law Center, 1986), -368. 
I' Rex v. WiUiam, (1921). 30 BCR 303 (also reported: 37 C.C.C. 126), British Columbia Supreme Court, 
C;;regory J., 20 October 1921. Brian Slattery and Lmda Charlton, Canadian Native Law Cases (Saskatoon: 
lh ivady of Sashitchewan Native Law Center, 1986), 448. 
'' David R Williams, 7 h e  Man for a New Country:" Sir Matthew Baillie Be&ie (Sidney: Gray's 
Pub&hhg Ltd, 1977), 108. 



Common Pleas, a widow contested the legitimacy of her son's daughter in order to show 

that the daughter was not entitled to be an heir to the plainWs deceased husband's estate. 

The son, William, had left Ontario for British Columbia in 1869 and married an Inrii,m 

woman ftom the Comox tribe according to Indian custom. He paid $20 to the woman's 

father "in half-dollar pieces."13 The woman's father gave a feast in honor of the marriage. 

Justice Robertson commented: "The giving of presents to her father and the relations of the 

woman, and the acceptance thereof by him, and the cohabitation by the man and woman 

is, according to the Indian custom, a marriage." l4 However, Robertson found that the 

daughter of this union was the legitimate offspring and legal heir of William and Supul- 

Catle, not because they had been married according to Indian custom, for he did not "hasc 

[his] judgment on that ceremony at but rather because their mamage was 

consensual, followed by cohabitation and the birth of a child. That is, according to the 

judge, their marriage corresponded to the form of a Christian marriage. He disregarded thc 

fact that most Native customary marriages also followed this pattern. Robertson's judgment 

implicitly undermined the validrty of Indian marriages and recognized only those mamagcs 

that were consistent with Christian doctrine. Thus, his judgment was not a true recognition 

of cultural differences. In another caqe, Smith v. Young, heard in the B.C. Supreme Court 

in 1898, the judge found the customary marriage between a white man and Native woman 

of the Cowichan tribe to be invalid. At the time of the marriage both parties considered 

themselves Christians, and had the opportunity of being married in a Christian ceremony, 

I3 Robb v. Robb, (1891), 20 O.R. 591, Brian Slattery et al. Canadian Native Law Cases, vol. 3 1891 -1910, 
[Saskatoon: UTdversity of Saskatchewan, l985), 6 14. 
l4 Ibid, bl5. - c 
'- Ibid, 624. 



yet W decided on a customary weddmg instead. Based on these considerations, the judge 

found the customary marriage invalid because he felt that they should have known better as 

christians.16 

Although the federal government accepted the validity of customary marriages and 

separations, provincial governments set the laws on marriage. The province of B.C. 

declared that "the only marriages legal in this Province are those solemnized by a 

clergyman or performed by a Registrar under the Marnage Act." l7 The Provincial 

Mamage Act of 1929 required the registration of all clergymen and others who were 

entitled to solemnize marriages. The Department supported this legislation, but stopped 

short of declaring Native marriages illegal. DIA advised Indian agents to encourage Native 

couples to have church marriages, or a civil service failing that.18 DIA could not declare 

ouhight that Native marriages were illegal. One sipfieant reason why the Department 

recognized Indian marriages was that doing so enswed the legitimacy of most Natives. In 

other words, were Indian maniages not recognized, most Indians would then be considered 

itlegitimate. There were c~nrpellmg economic and legal reasons to avoid such a scenario. 

Some Department officials were concerned that a rise in illegitimacy would make it more 

diBkult for DIA administrattors to enswe that the fathers of illegitimate children met their 

financial obligations in supporbng their offspring and the woman to whom they were 

'' Sau'fh v. Young, f l898), 34 C.L.J. 581, m Slattery et al, vol. 3,656. 
" C. C. Peny, Assistant Indian ConmniSSioner for BC, to Secretary of DIA, 12 December 1932, RG 10 
Black Series, vol. 11296, file 1 17 pt D. 
'' Scott to R.H. Pmley, 8 November 1930, and Pooley to Scott, 19 August 1933, RG 10 BS, vol. 7978, File 
llW26. Also see C .  C. Perry to E.G. Newnham, 4 November 1932, in RG 10 BS, vol 11 150, File C.R. 25 
pt. B - Kwawkewlth Agency. 



married according to Indian c~stom. '~ Harold McGill, Deputy Superintendent General in 

1933, explained that the Department id- supported provincial marriage laws because 

such legislation would help organize the transfer of property between ~ndians.~* Legitimxy 

was an important factor in determining band members@ and in distributing the property 

of deceased Indians. 

The Department also recognized the validity of Indian marriages because it 

ultimately wanted to encourage monogamous relations among Indians, and customary 

marriages could be consistent with such values. Since Native communities werc not 

clamoring for civil ceremonies legitrrmzing marriage unions, customary practices potentially 

bctioned to achieve the same effects - from DIA7s point of view. Were the Department 

to declare customary marriages illegal, Natives would not necessarily seek out civil or 

Christian ceremonies in place of customary ceremonies. Duncan Indian Agent Alfred H. 

Lomas reported in 1928 that a large majority of B .C. Indians continued to "look upon their 

tribal marriage customs as sacred and binding."" Moreover, very Little would be achieved 

through legislation that would be difficult to enforce;" unenforceable laws would only 

undermine the legitimacy of the law. Ultimately, legidation outlawing customary practices 

would require a level of regulation that the Department was un* to undertake. 

l9 Memorandum to Deputy Superintendent General, 24 February 1908, RG 10, vol. 3990, file 180,b36. 
Memorandum to Mr. Jackscm lposition unhown], 15 Apnl 1941, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 68 16, file 480-2-8 pt. 
1 .  

Harold McGill to C. C. Perry Assistant Indm Commissioner for BC, 4 October 1933; RG 10 RS, vol. 
7978, Be 1/18-26. 
21 Lomas to Duncan C. Scott, Deputy Superintendent General, DIA, 20 February 1928, RG 10, vol. 681 6, 
file 486-2-8 pt. 1. 

In a letter to agent DeBeck, Indian Superintendent A.W. VoweIl explained that any new reguiations 
restricting traditional Indian marriage practices would be difficult to enforce because "the time alone 
consumed m which would be very greaf and which we could ill afford to spare from other e q d y  
urrpoltant duty [sic]." 6 January 1903, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 3816, file 486-2-5 pt.1. 



Repressive legislation would not only be difficult to enforce, but would further point to the 

&e of DL4 policy which favored gradual c ~ h m  and assM1ation. 

Of course, missionaries and Indian agents tended to see thtngs differently. 

Positioned m the field, their work acquired an immediacy that was removed from the 

bureaucratic machinery of DIA. For missionaries and Indian agents, "gradual assimilation" 

could rejesent an eternity, not only for the people with whom they worked, but also for 

themsehes. Missionaries and Indian agents often saw their efforts to "educate and civilize" 

stymied by the absence of legal authority and frustrated by the persistence of Native 

traditions. 

In response to these challenges, many of these reformers requested the Department 

press for changes in the law that would clarrfjr the status of Indian maniages and clearly 

define the boundaries of "moral" living for Native people. Alert Bay Indian agent R. H. 

Pidcock believed that the problem of deahng with customary marriages was compounded 

"because the law in regard to Indian marriages has never been deiined in the Indian 

k t . .  . "= Pidcock, however, may have been one of the few Indian agents to question 

whether legislation would have any effect on Indian marriages. He believed instead that 

"rehgious teaching and the civilization which follows, are the only means of puttmg an end 

to the practices complained of."" Unlike Pidcock, most Euro-Canadians who worked 

among the ]indims regarded legislation as the best strategy for undermining traditional 

marriage practices. In 1912, Reverend T. Albert Moore, who worked among Native 

CMnrnUntties in AIberta, requested legislation that would strictly apply to Native marriages. 

'' R. H. Pidcock to A. W. Vowell, Indian Superintendent, 11 December 1897. RG 10, Vol. 6816, He 486-2- 
5 pt. 1, C-85-78. 
24  bid 



The Reverend had been concerned about promoting what he called "moral living" among 

the Indians in his mission. In a letter to the Assistant Deputy and Secretary of DIA J. D. 

McLean, he argued that legal divorce was impractical for the Indians at hts mission because 

of the time and expense the procedure entailed. Because of the difficulty of obtaining kgal 

divorces in remote locations, Moore suggested that the government make cohabitation and 

adultery illegal for abongmal peoples, arguing that such measures would decrease the 

incidence of iUegitimacy.15 Predictably, Moore's recommendation was not adopted. 

McLean informed him: 

We can scarcely hope to get adultery made a crime for Indians alone; but if the Temperance 
and Moral Reform Departments of the Churches succeed in their agitation to this end, the 
Indians will be reached as well as  other^.^" 

The Department's position on the issue of moral reform was clear: It did not consider 

legtslation the best way to regulate sexuality. Although McLean suggested that regulating 

Native peoples' sexuality was desirable, the route to achieving that end would have to be 

indirect. Specifically, it would be up to private groups - not the state - to regulate sexuality. 

In her book on the development of the moral reform movement in E&h Canada, 

Age of Light, Soap, and Water, Marha Vakerde discuses moral reformers' desire for 

greater social regulation and the dBculties such intervention posed for liberal democratic 

states committed to a policy of laissez-faire. While moral reform groups from 1 880 to 1920 

pressured the state repeatedly for increased intervention in the f& life of its citizens, the 

state had a vested interest in withdrawing from any explicitly moral campaign, for iL9 

25 McLean, Assistant Deputy and Secretary of DLA, to Reverend T. Albert Moore, 3 July 191 2, RG 10, C'- 
101 93, ~013816, iile 57,061. 
2C Ibid. 



legitimacy rested on the separation of church and state.'' Vahmde's thesis can certa* 

be applied to the movement among missionaries and various Indian agents to expand the 

federal government's role in reshaping the sexuality and family lives of Native people, and 

the government's lack of response to those pressures. 

Throughout the '20s and '30s, reformers continued to ask DIA to broaden its 

mandate to inchde moral regulation, and the government was fairly consistent in 

expressing its rthctance. West Coast Indian agent E. E. Frost requested that legislation be 

brought against Native men and women who left their bblegitimaten families to live with 

others. Frost was concerned about the economic consequences that often resulted from 

separations or abandonment. 

... There are kequent family troubles caused by men and warnen leaving their homes and 
birdies and cohabitmg with othaj than their wives and husbands .... In one such case the 
Department was asked for permission to prosecute the offender for deserting his wife an 
family and leaving them chargeable on the r)epartment. My point is that these separations 
occur far too often and in many casa without any logical reason or c a w  and are add& 
considerably to the cost of rebel2" 

At a 1923 conference for Methodist missionaries, Rev. Tate, acting on b e W  of other 

mkskm workers, also asked the federal government to amend the Indian Act to make 

seduction and desertion crimes punishable by imprisonment.2g Reformers seen~d to 

sugpt  through their pleas that p i a l  legislation was needed because it was more diflicult 

for Indians to overcome the poverty and illegitimacy that often resulted from desertion and 

seduction. 

+2 - valvadr, 20- 35. 
13 E. E. Frost Indian agent, West Coast Agency, to C.C. P q ,  Assistant Indian Commissioner for B.C., 13 
January 1934, RG 10 Black Series, vd. I I,%, file 117 pt D - Indian Commissioner for B.C. - Vital 
Statiftics 

T h e  Marriage Question in Indian Circles,," speech given by C.M.Tate, at the Sixth h u a l  Conference of 
Works among the Indians, New Westrrrinster, 15 May 1923. RG 10, voL 6816, fde 436-2-8 pt-1. 



Tate's and Frost's requests were denied by the Departmert. Duncan ('ampkll 

Scott, Deputy Superintendent General argued that: 

...as a matter of prirciplt it is not comida2d advisable to rnakz tl dismcfjon between 
Indians and other residents of the country WI&I respect to the Criminal Law ... With respect 
to desertion, I may point out that stions 242 to 242c of the Criminal Code prwide tiv the 
punishment of any one who as head of a fmily neglects to provide for hs wife and children 
and accordugly a wife who has been deserted by her husband can taki: cnirimd 
proceedmgs against him. 

With respect to seduction I have to point out that the CmnmaI Code already prowdzs 
for jmpns0nment for such under certain conditions. Sections 21 1-2 1 4.:43 

that cust~fnary maniages should be prohibite2 by law because many of them invohcd 

infants. Scott repeated his message that the laws governing infant marriages wcrc thc sanic 

for whites as they were for Xatives: 

I may pomt out that even under the Christian manages the martiage uf a ptrl under the age 
of 14 years would appear to be quite regular provided the gd had the c&nt of her parents 
or guardian. I am not advised as to whzthcr a clamman would be IegaUy ltistificd ul 
refixing to perform the marrjaee of so young a rjrl in the absence of my & J 
~m~dirnent .~'  

UnCOPnfibIe with dire&& mtm-nting in family Me and sexual relations, thc Ikpartmcnl 

relied upon existing legiPlatron to set the boundaries - however vagp those boundaries 

may have appeared to reformers like Moore. Frost, Tate, and Nixon. DlA claimed that 

laws p r d n i  infant m e s ,  desertion, and seduction would be as adequate m 

defining gender relations for Xathes as they were for whites. However, the rhpartment 

n e w  attempted to enforce these laws within its jurisdiction, or to get the province to do so 

ei&m7 since enforcement was a provincial responsibility and the pro~incx w a s m t  



. . about. these issm or wining to undertake the effort involved to enfmce 

n#KafitY+ Thos, for the DIG existing Iegisbtion was an excuse to do nothing. 

\t'hjIe the Department clearly refused to adopt repressive legislation, it was more 

amenabk to creating legislation that would encourage, but not f m f  Indians to have civil 

mamiage ceremonies. Xoting that @ the turn of the century traditional marriages among 

the West Coast naticms were catah& not on the wane, some wondered whether the costs 

involved in purchasii a marriage )jcense discouraged Native people from obtabmg civil 

ccmmmk. In an effort to encc#lrage Indiaats to have civil cerem~es, Superintendent 

VweD tried to eliminate the fees required to purchase a marriage c d c a t e  for pure- 

Mooded ~ndians."~~ Fu&er efforts were made to make civiiii ceremonies more accessible 

to Satives who Lived outside of t'ictoria or the Lower klainland. In accordance with 

1 mimial marriage law m 1929, the Dqmtment gave Indian agents the authority to 

perform marriage ceremonies and keep a register of all marriage contracts. 

Referring to the repeated requests to clarifL the Depadment's position on the 

regulation of Native f@ maiters, Duncan Campbell Scott in 1934 provided one gruff 

response: "The DepGtrtment is not responsli for the morals of the Idiam!"" Scott's 

statemmt is puzding m light of his previous record as Deputy Superintendent General 

f b n  1913 kollghwt the twenties, wften he waged battle against Indian Jnaniages and the 

p d k h  until paternalism.. .became o p p r e s s i ~ n . ~  By 1934 Scott had retired from the 

Dep;rrbnent atld was no longer a reformer. His statement, ahhough inconsistent with his 



own personal record as a reformer: was consistent with the g e n d  non-intenrentionkt 

stance taken by DL4 regar* Native sexual and f d a l  relations. The '*solution" to the 

'problem" of customary marriages would come n$th time and the efforts of other 

wlollizas. Other Department officials explained this strategy more f i l ly: 

... the true remedy must come fiom the gradual civilization of the Indrans and more 
especially by the inculcation into their minds of the views which prevail in ciwlzed 
communities as regards woman's [sic] true position in the family, and of the Christian 
doctrine of the sanctity of rna~kge. '~  

Superintendent Vowell was of the same impression. 

Many of the alleged ~ ~ e s  compbed  of by some missionaries can be better and 
more effectively remedied by the t e a c h  of the missionaries and the Agents than by 
specla1 legklation. The Indians although fully believing in the efficacy of Indian rnaniages 
are nevertheless rapidly adopting on such occasions the ceremony established by the 
different religious denominationc and in a very few years I am inclined to tlunk that the old 
tribal form of marriage wdl have become obsolete .... To attain improvement requires many 
years of patient exhortation on the pa t  of their teachers, and experience has proved that no 
people c m  be made good, or what wc consider good, by acts of Parliament of a too 
arbitrary nature .'6 

Vowell's wm-nentary offers insight into what is perhaps another explanation as to why 

DIA chose not to prohibit Indian marriages ouhight. His words "alleged irregularities," 

'iurhat we consider good," and "too arbitrary a nature," suggest that at least he recognized 

the fluid ddirdion of marriage, and that the concept of moral marriages itself was a 

cultural construction Because of the definitional problem of marriage, the state could not 

-toriiy attempt to regulate Native marriages. 

Although the federal government was reluctant to create legislation directly 

regulatmg Na-iive farmhl He, it did so indirectly through the law against the potlatch. "The 

podatch prohibitions of 1884 and 1895 had the potential to affect the 7racticc of Native 

35 S. Stewart, DL4 to the Secretary DIA, 11 January 1892, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, file 486-2-5 pt. 1 
" A W. Vowell to the Secretary of DZA, 20 January 1898, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 6816, file 486-2-5 pt.1 



marriage customs since many west coast Indian marriages, as discussed in Chapter One, 

were accompanied by a potlatch ceremony. Indian agent Halliday of the Kwakiutl agency 

looked favorably upon such legislation because of its potential to prevent potlatch 

marriages. 

I am exceedingly glad that the Department is takmg steps to prosecute Indians for engaging 
in the potlatch, and if this is rigorously enforced it will make a great difference in the 
mamage customs of itself as the property exchanged in mamages is one fi-uitfid source of 
income to the potlatch, and ifno longer needed will have an effect ..." 

While Halliday may have looked optimistically upon prohibitions against the potlatch as a 

method of undermining customary marriage traditions, twenty years later R.H. Pooley, 

Attorney General of B.C. in 1933 was cautious about singing praises about the potlatch 

ban. In a letter to the Department, he expressed his fi-ustration with the DIA for not 

enforcing the legislation to the full extent of the law: 

The province bas gone] as far as we possible can to assist in making the ceremony of 
marriage as easy as  possible between Indians, and we again ask the cooperation of you 
Department with the view of wiping out the pot-latch [sic] ceremony alt~gether.~' 

Cole and Chaikin have concluded that the potlatch law, which was largely unenforceable 

after 1927 and eventually dropped in the 1951 Indian Act, may have carried greater 

symbolic importance than it actuany affected individuals.39 Most administrators avoided 

coercive interfwence with the potlatch for reasons that were very similar to their avoidance 

of regulatmg Native family He: first, because of remote locations and lack of police 

manpower, it was difFicuh to physicaIty enforce such laws; secondly, by by to adopt or 

-- 

' I  W- M. Halliday to Duncan Campbell Scott, DSGIA 23 F e b w  1914, RG 10, C-8538, ~016816, file 
186-2-8 pt. 1. 

R.H. PooIey to D.C. Scott, 13 August 1933, RG 10 Black Series, voL 7978, file 1/18-26. 
" Cole and Chaikin, 176. 



enforce greater interventionist legislation, authorities would have to adrmt the limitations of 

current "laissez-faire" policy and they were reluctant to do that: and finally, when it came 

to the subject of marriage and sexdty ,  there was an ideological lack of interest in getting 

involved in what was corsidered to be the more private domain of morality. Thus, it watt 

&cult to intervene in general, but particularly in intimate relations - the most pnvatt: 

aspect of the private sphere. 

Just as the state's role in regulating aboriginal famdy life was never clearly 

articulated through federal legislation, the role of the Indian agent in doing so was 

ambiguous. When it came to fbm@ life, the Indian agent, according to the Department, 

was to play an advisory role. Agents were expected to use their discretion in exercising 

moral suasion to the degree they thought necessary. Many Indian agents, however, 

questioned whether simply giving advice would have any effect. 

Like Vowell, Secretary of Indian Affairs J. D. McLean believed that the best way 

to regulate marriage was not through legislation, but rather through the efforts of hdian 

agents and missionaries to educate and persuade. With such measures, it was believed that 

time would eventually witness the waning of traditional practices. r h ~ u g h o u t  the first half' 

of the twentieth century, officials regarded the industrial and residential schools as 

potenbally effective instruments of cultural assimilation. As Sarah Carter's work on the File 

Hills Colony in Saskatchewan suggests, DIA officials tirelessly promoted what it believed 

to be the wisdDm of the indushial and residential school Designed to effect 

change upon Native children away from the influence of their parents, the schoolu, 

40 Sarah Carter, "Demonstratmg Success: The File Hills Farm Colony," Prairie Forum, 16, no. 2 (Fall 1991 j ,  
1 57. 
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operated by missionaries, taught a rudimentary mixture of academic, industrial, and moral 

training It was thus through the "success* of the industrial and residential schools whose 

graduates were to give the outward appearance of conformity to mainstream society, and 

not through explicitly moral legislation that reform was to occur. 

Although DL4 policy-makers acknowledged the concerns voiced by various Indian 

agents and appeared sympathetic, they acfvised their agents to use moral suasion instead of 

pressuring for legislative reforms that would increase their powers of coercion. When 

Indian agent C.A. Cox argued that legislation was necessary to prohibit early customary 

marriages, McLean informed Cox in 1913 that it was "your duty and that of all 

missionaries to strongly advise the Indians against permittmg the maniages of children. 

They are most unseemly..."41 An advisory position would be the extent of agents' and 

missionaries' regulatory powers in the r eah  of sexual relations. Deqnte constant reminders 

of their advisory capacity, there were repeated calls from Indian agents throughout this time 

for measures increasing thkr authority to intervene in Native family He. Agent DeBeck 

wrote to Secretary McLean: 

An Indian Agent's authority should be very much enlarged, and he should have the 
absolute weight of authority and the backing of the Department behind him and then the 
matter [of making native mamages "absolutely" bindmg] would be easy.42 

DeBeck's opinion that the I n h  agent was to play a central role in reguMmg morality was 

shared by many agents whose work in the field was to ensure that Indians were to be 

successfuIty assimibted. The most outspoken of these agents included, at various times 

&om the 1870s to the 1930s: HaUiday, Coq West Coast agent E. E. Frost, Kamloops and 

41 1. D. M c W  to CA. COX 30 May 1913, RG 10, C-8538, ~016816, B e  486-2-5 pt.1. 
'w.  M. Habday, to J. D. McLean, Secretary of Dl& 6 April 191 1, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 681 6, file 486-2-5 
*I- 



Okanagan agent J. W. MacKay, New Westminster agent P. hlcTiernm, and Lillooet went 

?Vii&m Laing ~eason." 

The Annual Reports submitted by Indian agents to the Superintendent each year 

reflect that, at least officially, agents understood that their primary responsibilities centered 

around actvising Natives on their economic activities, "protechg them in the possession of 

their farming, grazing and woodlands fisheries or other rrghts, and preventing trespass upon 

or interference with the same,# preventing the use of alcohol, and advising the Indians 

against potlatching. The reports contain very little commentary on the family Me of Native 

people. Discussions on morality usually invoked some cursory comment on the prevalence 

of alcoholism or temperance for each band. 

Although moral regulahon was not explicitly at the forefront of their duties, it was 

not entirely clear to what extent agents could intervene in family matters. The three page 

directive entided "Instructions to Indian Agents" issued to every Indian agent at the 

begimbg of his term was ambiguous on t% point. 

The Agent should discourage and as  far as possible prevent the promiscuous intercourse of 
the sexes, and the orgarrized prostitution of Indian girls4' 

The phrase "as far as possible prevent" gave agents the latitude to intervene and advive 

~ C C O T ~  to their own discretion. W~th the fluid definition of marriage, and the often eaqlly 

misunderstood customary separation practices of some groups, confusion sometimes 

abounded when agents misundezstood serial monogamy for "prpromiscuous intercourse." 

43 A variety of tiles can be paused for this information. For the most sqgufkmt files on MacKay and 
M c T i  (1880s) see RG 10, VoL 3842, File 71,799; for William Laing Meason f 1880s) see RC 10, Vol 
3658, 9404; and for Frosf re& to RG 10, BS, VoL 1 1296, file 1 1 7, pt. D. 
" %~~&~&orts to Indian Agents,w RG 10, VoL 3658, file 9404 
45 Bid 



Even when Indian agents understood the customs of the people among whom they worked, 

many still believed that customary marriages and separations led to knmoral livmg. 

Those Indian agents who interpreted their instructim with the greatest possible 

latitude, felt that their fnan&k "to discourage as far as possible.. .promiscuous 

intercom.. ." wa(; limited by the iack of legislation supportmg state intervention into 

Native sexuality. In 1929, Indian agents were given the powers of Justices of the Peace to 

conduct civil marriages and separations. Many agents, however, stiu believed that greater 

intervention was necessary. They were willmg to try to persuade but they wanted to be 

backed up by the law. As indicated in the flurry of correspondence generated throughout 

the 1930% Indian agents and other officials who worked with Indian bands found this 

contradiction frustrating and understood it as an impediment to their work.* C. C. Perry, 

Assistant Indian Commkkmer for B.C., found Scott's attitude m the 1930s disconcertmg. 

He had been pressing Scott for some legal authority to ensure that Indians who deserted 

their wives and husbands would stil l be fjnanciany responsible for their children from 

previous relationships. Upon getting little support from Scott, Perry mote: 

Many of the Indians have failed to discharge their reasonable obligations to their families 
and the Department has paid for it in increased relief to destitute families. It is my view that 
if the idea were to get abroad among the Indians that the Department is not concerned 
whether the Indians live morally or not, there will be no use of our Agents and Constables 
going around and warning the Indians to comply w rth the law...47 

In the same letter Perry also mentioned that he had received complaints from Indian agents 

regarding the lack of support being given by the Department in regard to measures 

C.C. P q t o  H.W. McG&DSGLA, 16 January 1934, RG lOBlackSeries,vol. 112%,6le 117pt. D. 
Agent Cakon, who eqressed confusion about the degree of regulation acceptable, was joined by &Beck, 
HaWq, Cox and Frost (all at difkent times, of course) in his i h s t d 0 1 ~  over this matter. 

C.C. Perry to H.W. McGilt, DX;IA, 16 Jarmary 1934, RG 10 BIack Series, vol 1 1296, file 1 17 pt D. 



increasing the agents' authority to regulate Indian famdy matters. 

As indicated in their daily journals and outgoing correspondmce, some Indian 

agents were extensively invoked in monitoring the behaviour of parents and spouses. The 

actions of many agents suggest that - although never explicitly directed - they believed 

that the regulation of family life was a fundamental aspect of their duty to assimilate Native 

people into society. John Freemont Smith, who was Kamloops Indian agent between 191 2 

and 191 5, spent many days 'keconciling" husbands with wives who had "deserted their 

fatnilies." In one particulaafy revealing incident, Smith tracked down a Shuswap woman 

who had been separated (in the customary fashion) from her husband for twentyfive years 

and had been h n g  in another vrllage d e s  away. After he located her, he sent her back 

with the help of police constables - to her husband in North Thornp~on.~~ 

Despite pressures from Indian agents and missionaries to clarifL the law regarding 

customary marriages, the Department of Indian Affairs opted to avoid promoting any 

explicitly moral legislation. Although bureaucrats desired an end to traditional practices, 

they hoped to appear neutral in the face of various reformist  pressure^.^ Although their 

mandate to assimilate Native populations was certaidy not neutral, such a poky was more 

palatable because it was not connected with any particular interest group nor did it 

newsady entail intervdcm into the private sphere. More importantly, perhaps, the statc 

did not want to initiate legislation that would be difficult to enforce and which rtnght lead 

abmighd groups to finther question the legitimacy of the law. When it came to the 

a Diary and Daily Joumal of J. F- Smith, RG 10, Vol 1325. 
'51 Daily Journal, 27 January 1915, RG 10, V d  1325. 

Vahrerde also dkusses tbk. See p. 25. 
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question of regulating the f& Me and sexualiv of Native people, federal policy makers 

jEavolffed an indirect approach. They chose the process of gradual civilization. If Indian 

agents took the responsibility upon themsebes to intervene and regulate, that was 

acceptable to DLQ, provided that agents did not become bothersome m their demands for 

greater regulatory powers. DeBeck's short career in the Department suggests that 

successful agents had to be Wolerant of the ambrguaties of discretion" if they were to work 

effectively within the DIA bureaucracy.51 

While the Department was reluctant to intervene in the private sphere, Protestant, 

Arghcan, and Catholic missionaries, who operated under different constraints, had no 

qualms about intervening in the private sphere. 

Missionary Strategies to Reform Native 1 M a r r i ~ e s  

The Anghcans, Methodists, and Catholics were the three most involved missionary 

groups in British Columbia, their presence having been established in British Columbia 

before the settlement fimtier opened. Whereas the fur traders had arrived to the west coast 

arilling to accommodate themsehes to Native cullmes, missionaries arrived with prograns 

for complete act-on. Ahbough the methods of accuhmation may have varied 

. .  somewhat across denonrmat.tons, aM missionaries attempted to enforce - some more 

Striogentiy than others - Christian, monogamous, "moraln unions between Native men and 

women. Their means of domg so invohred modes of regulation that the state itself could 

'' Cole and Chaikin, 71. It is unclear whethex DeBeck was •’ired, or whether he resigned on his own 
iddive- Cole and Chailcin nrake the point that DeBeck was impatient with the oft-times ambguous 
pdicks of DIA and was ill-suikd to ibe @tics of the lxmamxy 



The watchman system of regulation was one of the most common methods of 

moral regulation used by missionaries. Anglican, Methodist, and Catholic missionaries each 

relied on Native individuals to police their neighburs. Native watchmen usually enforced 

the prohiition on alcohol and generally tried to prevent "sin." Anglican missionary 

William Duncan in Metlakatla and Methodist Thomas Crosby who worked among the Port 

Simpson, both used Native po~cemen to help enforce "moraln living.52 Methodist 

missionary Agnes Knight, who was sent to work as a teacher in the Bella Bells school 

noted in h a  chary that a watchmen system was heady relied upon in that village: 

We haye two watchmen to help keep our little world in good order, & peace, & their 
duties take much of their time and bring them in notbrig - so it was proposed that each 
house owner should give a bitt [sic] a month towards paying the watchmen for their good 
service...53 

Some watchmen systems were more tightly organized than others. Duncan's, Crosby's and 

Knrght's missions had the assistance of watchmen who were appointed to act on a W- 

time basis." However, Catholic missionary Charles Moser appointed Native men on an ad 

hoc basis to act as policemen whenever the situation warranted it. Reporting on an incident 

at his mission in Hesquiat in 191 1, Mow wrote: 

I was informed that an old heathen had stolen another man's woman, so after Mass I 
announced that I wanted four men to act as policemen to go and fetch the culprits back 
fiom the Inlet where they had gone. They were soon brought back, and I lectured them on 
the wrong they had done, and insisted that the woman return to her former home. This she 
agreed to do, and dl was well.% 

The Oblate Durieu system was perhaps the most well-organized of these watchmen 

systems, and it was certainly h e  most spkmatk attempt at moral regulation. D~,-signed by 

52 Robin Fisher, Contact and Cmf&cC (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1 W), 134. 
53 Joumal of Agnes Ibi& 29 July 1885,23. F/7/W15r, BCARS. 
'' Dmy of Charles Moser, 21 January 191 1, Add. Mss. 2172, BCARS. 
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Oblate missionary Paul Durieu while workrng among aboriginal groups in Oregon in the 

185% the system attempted to regulate Native morality by institutmg a rigid hierarchy m 

the Oblate Indian communities. The priest and his appointed chief were at the top of the 

hierarchy, followed by the watchmen, or comcitmen, the catechists, and the "bell-ringers." 

To reinfmce their ideas about monogamous families, and in reconstructmg Native 

femininity and masculinity, Oblate missionaries relied heawly upon the Durieu system and 

most priests institrted some form of it in their missions. The Durieu system played a 

fundamental role m reshaping Native gender relations and red- the power structure 

within abongmal communities. 

Oblate missionary activity among the Shuswap, Okanagan, Thompson, and Lillooet 

groups m the interior ittustrates how moral refonners considered the regulation of sexuality 

and f& relations to be vitally sigmficant to the enterprise of ''cndmng'' the Indians. 

The Oblates recognized that the regulation of sexuality and f w  life - accordmg to their 

principles - would not come from state-initiated legislation. The Durieu system attempted 

to restructure Native commWes m such a way that the priest, with his appointed 

watchmen, could trghtly monitor and direct the moral behaviour of Indian viuages. Writing 

in 1941 in memory of the contniutions of Bishop M e u  to missionary work in the 

p r ~ ~ c e ,  Oblate Bishop E. M. Bunoz explained Paul Durieu's motivations for designing 

the system: 

Bishop Durieu.. . .knew that the state legislation made for the white people was not sufficient for 
Indian oommunities where special reg&&ons were required as in a college for the maintenance 
of the dmpline.. . . He boldly created as it were an Indm state ruled by the Indian, for the 
In-? with the Indians, under the direct authority of the bishop and the local priests or 
supenris~rs.~~ 

'' Bishop E. M. Bunoz, "Cathofic Action and Bishop Durieu7s System," Archives of the Oblates of Mary 
Irmntlcdate, (Vancouver: BC), Oblate microfilm reel %, 1941,l-25. 



Some of these "special regulations" included such thrngs as cufews, 111 attendance at 

Church, observance of ail Catholic holidays and celebrations, and the prohibition of 

swearing, gambling, and alcohol consumption w i t h  the village. But the Oblates also 

hoped to reform the gender relations among Native men and women. In relatively 

egalitarian societies like the Lillooet or Shuswap, where traditionally, both men and 

women could assume leadership positions, Oblates appointed only men to serve in 

"public" positions of authority. Women were excluded fiom the %dim state" run by 

the watchmen, catechists, cloche-men (those who rang the church bells), and 

councilmen. 

In the process, sexual relations were also reformed. Hoping to protect Native 

women fkom sexual exploitation, Oblate priests along with the chiefs restricted the 

activities of women. Bunoz explained: 

. . . . A woman was not allowed to go alone to Vancouver to sell her berries or wares. They had 
to be three or at least two together, and improper familiarities on the part of the clerks, etc., if 
any, had to be reported to ihe chief 56 

Under the Oblate system, young girls and boys were not allowed to play together. Older 

youth were also restricted from associating with the opposite sex. Sexual experimentation 

could be punished severely. Married couples had to resolve any disputes in front of the 

priest and council; and separations were not tolerated. Oblate missionaries would attempt to 

enforce the Durieu system by encowaging peer pressure from recent convertq, by with- 

holding sacraments fiom those Church members who violated certain codes of behaviour, 

Ibid. 



and in . m e  cases, issuing physical punishments against stubborn "perpetrators." 

The level of moral regulation suggested by the Durieu system formed a stdmg 

c0ntra.t to the regulation that the Department of Indian Affairs was wdhg to undertake. 

Atthough the Deparbnent granted much latitude to missionary groups like the Oblates, DIA 

waq compelled to intervene in their projects when missionary activities to "civilize" the 

Indians undermined the legitimacy of the law. In one such case, Oblate efforts to regulate 

the sexuaiity of Native women and men went beyond what the federal government 

considered to be acceptable modes of regulation. In the spring of 1892, during the h&t 

of missionary activity in central British Cobbia ,  an incident in the Lillooet village of 

Fountain threatened not only the mission of one Oblate priest named Father Chirouse, but 

also potentdly undermined the credibility of the entire Oblate mission in British Columbia. 

Chirouse and h Indian laymen were charged and convicted of assauhg a Lillooet 

woman they were punishing for havmg pre-marital sex. 

The flogging of Lillooet Lucy is important for other reasons as well. In the next 

section, my focus will turn to the Lillooet men who initiated the punishment and who 

seemed the most motivated to teach Lucy a lesson. The participation of Ljnooet men in the 

flogging suggests that these Native men regarded the regulation of gender and sexual 

relations as highly significant to their position as men, and also as Indian men, both within 

their community and outside of it as well. The regulation of marriage and sexuality was not 

only s&&knt to white c 0 1 ~  but also to Native commlrnities stm@lmg to build their 

uwnnationhood. 



The Flogging of Liilooet Lurv 

One night. at the close of evening catechism, Lillwt watchman Cultus Johnny 

reported to a gathering of chiefs and fellow councilmen that he had witnessed a young 

Lillooet gitl and her boyfriend -hning connecti~ns."~' The hwo dzlinqmts were broupht 

into the d a g e  courthouse where the LiIlooet leadas were gathered, and a discussion 

ensued as to how the two would be punished. The men agreed that Lucy and her friend 

should be whipped, but they were uncertain as to the number of lashes. 

One of the chiefs appointed a spokesman to conrult Oblate Father Eugene Chirouuc 

about an appropriate punishment. Chirouse, who was working m hi cabin a short distance 

away, asked who the witness was. Upon hearing that it was the watchman Cultus Johnny 

and respecting his reputation - the priest advised the council: "Whip them both fifteen 

lashes each."58 

Seventeen year old Lucy and her bowend were stripped to their undcrgarmcnlcr 

and held down by the watchmen while the chief whipped each of them fdieen times with a 

raw&& wfitp tipped with lead. Father Chirouse remained in hs cabin while the two were 

punished- 

The next day, Chirouse and his assistant Father Emile Bunoz prepared to leavc 

Fom& to continue their mission in nearby villages. Accorcbng to evidence later taken 

fim Chief Killapmut Kin, "the priest told me when he left Fountain to whip that girl if shc 

did anything W Z O - I ~ . " ~ ~  

Archives of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate, Wmcouver, B.C,), Oblate microfilm reel No. 1,705, 1 10 1 
" Ibid. 
*' Bid, 1098. 



Within a few hours after Chirouse's departure, Lucy, still recoverkg from her 

flioggn?g the &t befme, decked that she wanted to visit some Linooet boys who had 

recently anived in town, Hearing thk, Chief Killapmut Kin told his four watchmen to 

her back and whip her."60 

Lucy was interviewed by a provincial investigator a few days after the floggings. 

Her testimony was fragmented (most likely due to language barriers), but she was able to 

provide detds that revealed the severity of her ordeal. Lucy reported that many villagers 

had been present for the floggings. She said that after the second w- she "lost her 

brcath," which probably meant that she lost consciousness since she had to be carried to 

her bed by two women. Lucy told the investigator that some witnesses thought she was 

gaing to 

News of the incident traveled quickly, and Chirouse's role in the matter received 

much attention from Protestants and the Department of I n h  Affairs. Local residents 

and Protestant missionaries worktng in the area were enraged. The Victoria Dai& 

Colonist reported $cat: 

. . .in the country around the La Fountaine reservation the white people are, to some 
exten& bittedy prejudiced against the Indians and the priests, and there are, many of them 
who oplnly scoff at the m o d t y  existing among the tribes. '3 

*~bjd,  1102. 
bx Jbjd 
" IGewspaper accounts of the incident provided by the Kctoria Daily Colonist mbhked Lucy's injuries 
after the first *. The Yictwio Da& Colonist of May 6,1892 reported: m e  evl:ence showed that 
the &id had not been at aII injured by the first whippg. - .- The same newspaper reported a few days later 
that after the first diippbg J s q  cheerfuny greeted Father Chirouse in church the next day (12 May 1892, 
Pictma D+ Co&mist). Aithcnrgb accolmts tend to agree that with the second Whipcing the chief and 
watchmen "showed no rnerc)." and "exacted a severe chasfisement" upon Lucy, they mentioned that "even 
afta the s d  (wbppbg), women who sxanrined her said she was not d d "  See Victoria Daily 
Cohtst.  6 May and 12 May 5892- 

Viclan3 Doily CdClPlisl, 6 May 1892. 



DIA was also critical of Chirouse for over-stepping h authority. Lucy's trmsgressions 

may have been against Catholic codes, but were not illegal. On the other hand, Father 

Chirouse had "abetted, counseled, and procured the commission of a 

They s-ested that the priest was responsible for the actions of the Chief and watchmen. 

Over the weeks that followed, Chirouse, the Chief, and the four watchmen invohed in the 

floggings were tried and convicted of assault. The sentences meted out by the court reveal 

it considered Chirouse to have been pmnady responsible for the whole affair. Chirouse 

was sentenced to one year; Chief KiUapmut Kin was given six months; Etwal, Cultus 

Johnny, Charley, and Joe, as they are referred to in the records, the four watchmen who 

wbipped and held Lucy down in both flogging sessions, were given two months each. 

Their sentences, however, were all eventually remitted.65 According to Father Runoi: 

Chirouse's assistant, Chirouse and the Li l lmt  men were "condemned by sectarianism but 

acquitted by public opinion."66 0tht:r commentators at the time also expressed shock m r  

the initid verdict. DIA had previously tolerated Indians administering justice to each other 

and the use of whippings to punish certain crimes. Bishop Lemmens, inte~vkwed by the 

ColoPrisf, remarked: 

For many years it has been a recognized thmg that the Indian should be allowed to keep 
their strict moral code =id the punishments inflicted for fidction of the same. The idea of 

for certain off- is also very common, and I know that Dr. Powell has tacitly 
approved of it as has the Indian department here also.c7 

c"' Archives of the Oblates sf  Mary Immaculate, (Vancouver, B.C.), Oblate microfilm reel No. 1,705, 1 10 1 
and 1095. 

Under-Secretary of State to the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 6 July 1892, RG 10, C- 
10183, voL 3875, file 90,667-2. 
5 -&chives of the 0- of Mary Immaculate, (Vancower, B.C.), Oblate microfilm reel No. I ,  705,590. 

Victuria Daily Colonist, 6 May 1892. 



Whrtppines were regularly and openly camed out in Oblate missions until well into the 

twentieth centmy. Oblate Fathers Morice and Coccola were wen-known for their use of the 

whip at the Stuart Lake ~ i s s i o n . ~ ~  Traditionally, the Lillooet themselves had used the whip 

to punish serious crimes like theft or murder." Interviewed in ja& seventy-six year old 

Chief Killapmut commented, "Before the white man came into the country, we were 

punished by 

Following the convictions of Father Chirouse and the Lillooet Indians, Church and 

DIA officials were concerned about the potential for violence among Native communities. 

Bishop Durieu, for instance, believed that the Interior Indians resented local police and 

Indian agents for arresting the priest and interfering m their administration of justice. The 

Lillooet themselves also suggested violence was possible. Chief Killapmut Kin told a 

reporter, "If we are not taken out [of jail], I do not know what will happen."71 In the 

months following the arrest of Chirouse and the Lillooet men, the Roman Catholic Church 

discouraged any large gatherings of Indians m the Interior for fear of While 

Dutieu believed that the Interior Indians fiercely resented the prosecution of the priest, 

Wi&m Lamg Meason, the local Lillmet Indian agent, suggested that the Lillooet were 

more concerned about the convictim of their chief and the four ~atchrnen.'~ Without 

dbmkbg Meason's suggestion, evidence suggests that the Interior Indians were largely 

" David Mulhall, Will to POWE The Missionary Career of Father Morice, (Vancouver: UBC F'ress, 1986), 
123, 134, 172. 
T& The Lillooet 
Victwia Daily Colonist, 12 May 1892. 

71 Zbfd. 
" lbmbups b d h  agent J. W. MacKay to Vowell, Indian Superintendent of B.C., 16 May 1892, RG 10, 
C-10193, v d  3875, file W, 667-2. 
" L&c& In& agent 'AGlbm Laing Meason to A. W- Vowell, 1 4 May 1892, RG 10, C- 10 1 93, voL 3875, * 90,667-2. 



sympa$letic towards the Oblates and that their loyalty to Chirouse throughout the crisis was 

&hg&ng. In a letter to the editor of the Victoria Daily Colonist, Chief Wiliiam of Sugar 

Cane Reserve and Chief PhiIlip of Alkali Lake Reserve wrote: 

. ..We are of the opinion that the missionary priests have done more towards our 
advancement to civilization and Christianity than anyone eke, and it is chiefly to 
them we owe being in our present good a d  prosperous condition. Therefore, we 
hope and pray.. .they wiU get a new trial and everythmg will be made right.74 

Other reports at the time suggest that many of the Interior Indians supported the Oblates, 

and that the above letter was generally representative of their  sentiment^.^^ 

Lucy's story is interesting for a number of different reasons. Her flogging illustrates 

how the Oblates, along with Native watchmen, tried to regulate sexuality; also, we see how 

the anti-catholicism of Indian agents and Protestant missionaries motivated the prosecution 

of Chirouse and their attempts to discredit the Durieu system. Fwther, the prosecution of 

Chirouse, the chief, and the watchmen demonstrates how the state had grown In xeasingty 

less tolerant of the fiee hand that missionaries had previously been given in their work 

among Native cofl[llll&es." But what most interests me here, are the actions of the 

chief and his four watchmen led by Cuitus Johnny. How do we explain their involvement 

Cultus Johnny was the one who witnessed Lucy's tmmgressions. He reported to 

his fdbw com-en that he had witnessed Lucy and her boyfriend having sex. W e  it is 

possible that Cubus Jolnmy bore a personal grudge against Lucy or her bayfnend, pmonal 

" ?3cMa h i &  Colchnist, 27 h4ay 1892. 
Aka see Yict&o Dady Codchnirl for 6 May 1892, and 15 May 1892; and refer to Agent MacKay to 

V m d ,  24 May 1092, RG 10, C-10193, voL 3875, iik 90,667-2. 
76 Elbib& Fumiss, "Reskbce, Coexkm, iind Revitalimtion: The Suswap Encounter with the Roman 
Ca&ok klissionaries, 1860-1900," E t i m o b h y  42, no. 2 (Spring 1995),250. 



motivations cannot explain why the other watchmen and the chief agreed with h m  that a 

d o u s  crime had been c c ~ ~  and that a severe punishment was m order. Moreover, 

we have to explain why Lucy was stngled out for punishment the second time - a decision 

that was ma& solely by the chief a f h  a verbal exchange between Lucy and b I f .  

Lucy's own actions also require an explanation. For no sooner had the wounds 

closed when she declared she wanted to go visit the boys - a declaration that was met with 

a swift application of the whip for a second time. It is puzzhng that Lucy had seemingly 

nrissed the point of her first whipping. Perhaps in expressing her wishes, she was testing the 

limits. To what extent was her se,PUajity going to be limited? It appears that Lucy did not 

understand that for the male leaders of her bmd, the implications of her visiting the boys 

were serious. Contrary to the views of the chief and watchmen, Lucy rmght have believed 

that having premarital sex and visiting the boys were two different m. Moreover, had 

Lucy been caught "having connections" two years earlier, or even two years later, she 

might not have been punished the way she was. Sexual relations among the Linooet could 

have been iu so much flux that Lucy was confused as to what exactly constituted 

appropriate sexual behaviour- 

In the midst of the dramatic social and e c o n d c  upheaval that was occurring 

amollgtheInteriorSatishatthistime,ChiefKjllapmutKtn, CMtwJohrmyandtheother 

watchmen were trying to enfofce a new sexual order among the Lillooet. Within the course 

of a few decades, gender and sexual relations between LiIlouet men and women had 

changed, possibly marry times owerower Importandy, the gendered and sexual relations that the 

-and watcfrmen were d k h g  were neither those of traditional LiIlooet society nor, it 

seems, entidy rrsPpjred by the Oblates either. 



According to ethnographer James Teit, Lillooet men and women in traditional 

society were usually manied by the time they were m their late teensff This differed in 

later years when the Lillooet, infiuenced by the economic changes and Oblate invohrtment, 

were postponing marriage until couples were in their twenties. Also, in traditional Lillooet 

society young people having pre-marital sex were seen as engaging in "marriage by 

t o u ~ k " ~ ~  Even in those cases where comections" or "touchmg" did not constitute 

a marriage promise, the youths were not punished for their actions. Unfortunately Teit, 

rsrther u~lcharacteristicaUy, does not provide many details on this subject, and it is difficult 

to know exactly how the Linooet handled premarital sex in different contexts. But, 

COflSidermg how the daily organization of labour separated Lillwt men and women, it 

seems possible that unmarried Linooet youth may not have had many opporhmities to 

engage in sexual activities. Young women for instance, would have been under the constant 

supervision of their mothers and aunts while they worked. Similarfy, young men would 

have spent much of their working days with their male relatives. 

W e  Lucy's t m q p w i m  of "having connections" catamJy would have violated 

the Catholic smii'bilities of C k f X b p u t  Kin and CuEtus Johrmy, Lucy's sexuality also 

tlm&med the rnasc- of the Litbet  men. Lucy had to be whipped as an example to 

other L i b x t  w m e n  Alihough the chief, Cuttus Johnny, and his fellow watchmen may 

have inkmalid Oblate values to some extent, Lillooet men had their own reasons for 

waating to control the sexuaMy of J3llooet women. 

The BlogghEg of Litbet Lucy in 1892 represents a flash point m Liooet gender 



relations. In the years preceding Lucy's story, Lillooet men were behind the initial drive by 

Pu'ative men all over the province to pressure the federal govement into legislating reforms 

that w& prevent the movement of Native women off the reserves. Many Native men 

wanted to prevent Native women from leaving their "legitimate" familes, or m the case of 

non-manied Native women, fiom engaging in activities - such as cannery work or travel to 

big cities - that could potentidy lead to extra-marital sex-dity. 

Throughout the 1880s and '90s, Indian chiefs and hundreds of Native men fiom 

around British Columbia signed petitions in which they argued that a "great evil" threatened 

Indian communities.79 Spousal desertion was their main complaint. They also suggested 

that i kgbx icy  - long associated with extra-Illitnital sex - further eroded the economic and 

social esteem of Native commdes.  The chiefi claimed they were powerless in 

preventing Native women bin leaving their legitimate husbands or the homes of their 

fmem and moving off the reserves to live with other men: whites, Chinese men, and 

Native men fiom other Indian bands were all referred to m the petitions as part of the 

problem. Interestmgty, although the petitionem recogntzed that women who left the 

resenres often chose to live with Native men &om other Indian bands, the chiefs suggested 

daat the pressures of non-Native settiement were largely to blame for under-mh'ng their 

control over Native womenm 

N e e  all of the protests launched by Native men against the movement of Native 

w~menofftherese~esamtdedtorecentch;mgesintheSOCi~ec~nomicsystem, which 

'' P&im kom the Lower Frazer [sic] Indians to the Govern01 General af Canada, 28 December 1885. RG 
10, volume 3842, Iik 71,799. Chief Kilbpmut Kin signed a s k d i u  w o n  in September 1890. See RG 10, 
vof. 3842, iik 71,T99. ln the same &, also see letter nd. 1887 fkorn a Lillooet Indian named Louis to the 
DM. 
" Ibid 



they argued weakened the stability of abongjnal fatdies. With the formation af T n h  

policy and the actvent of xnk i~na ry  activities in the west, some Native men suggested they 

were losing their a- to control what happened to their families. In a report to DIA on 

the C a n i  Indians, Oblate Father McGuckin described how Native men in the district had 

umdted with him and wanted legislative change so that they could prevent Native womcn 

&om kavhg their q j t h a t e  native husbands8' According to McGuckin - these men 

argued that the impact of "civilization" (my word) complicated matters for their families 

when Native women were errposed to negative, outside influences that resulted from such 

things as cannery work or when "travehng on public steamers." During this time, Native 

xnen &om all o x r  the province were expressing similar sentiments." 3 the decades 

following the Lillooet crisis, Native men continued to lobby the federal government for 

greater regulatory controls over fimily He. Their most common request was to allow 

Native men to forcibly return women who had left the reserve to h e ,  unmarried, with 

other men. The Indian Rights Association was one of the leading organizations that 

continued, well into the twentieth centmy, to lobby for such measures. This growing 

mwement will be exptored in greater detail in the next chapter. 

In summary, then, the actions of the LiUooet chief and his watchmen grew out af 

their attempts to assert a new kind of control over "their women," Given what we know 

about traditional Lillooet society, Libwt  women had had more quitable sexual and 

gender rehtbns with rnen than they had in Lucy's time. Motivated by the social and 

" Extract &firom repm-t of Father McGuckin, €).MI. Rector, St. Joseph's M i  to DM, 9 Jmuary 1875 
RG 10, c-10108, v d  3621, a 42x1. 
Ifidian R i g h  association of B.C. to Dr. Rock, Minister of the Interior, 15 December 1913, RG 10, C-  

10193, VOL 3816, 57,045-1. 
gJ G. W- De Beck, to A W. Vowell, huEan Superintendeslt of B.C, 23 January 1903, RG 10, C-8538, vol. 
6816, 486-2-5 pt 1. 



economic problems that were happe&g within their community - disease, massive 

depopuLtioR the hellapse of clan systexqU the loss of traditional lands and resources to 

setdement, and the resutt.ing inability of the Linooet to be seIf-sufficient - the Lillooet men 

wed the apparatus of the Oblate Duaieu system to hy to resolve some of these problems. 

Elizabeth Funriss, in her work on the Shuswap, has described how these people, who were 

in many ways cuhmaily similar to the Lillooet and shared m y  of the social and economic 

experiences of the Lillooef were in need of social revitalization durmg this time.85 Mimy 

Native conrmrmities around this time were looking towards the Durieu system for some 

stability. 

In the Lillmt ~0fll11[1urdty, Chirouse, &e many of his Oblate contemporaries 

ekewhere, supported the chid and watchmen m their administration of "triial" justice. The 

hierarcltical and pahianhid stntcture of the Durieu system suited the Lillooet men in the 

pursuit of their inmediate C ( H I C ~ Z ~ ~ .  Luy's case represented to tfiem a breakdown of 

sexual order within the Lillooet commm, a breakdown that would lead to the "spiritual 

and temporal ruin of their tni . .  .* Wrth a limited number of options available, the 

f)Llaieu system provided bre Lilbod men with a means of rephting s e d t y ,  m a time 

when sexual and gender d a h n s  were perfaaps ambiguous, and tradit.ional modes of 

behaviour ;md ways of regulatiag that behavrour were no longer viable. 



regulate Native se..suality, Native men did too. The stow of Lillooet Lucy illustrates how the 

regulation of sexuaJity was connected to concerns about Libmet national identity. The 

presence of the Oblates in the Interior was s m c a n t  to the development and articulation 

of an In& men's movement towards the end of the nineteenth century. This movement 

represented itselfin petitions and lobby groups, and strove to redefine the sexual relations 

between Native men and women in an attempt to consolidate aboriginal rights in general. 



Chapter Three 

The Regulation of Inter-Racial and Inter-Cultural Unions 

For the two main agents of colonization - the Department of Indian Affairs and 

missionaries - m k h g  the Indians inchzded regulating their sexuality through marriage. 

Although these reformers cllsagreed over how much regulation was necessary, they did 

agree on what to regulate. Marriage was a key component of Canadian society. If society 

was to be orderly, sexual relations also had to be in order. The story of Lillooet Lucy 

further suggests that the control of women's sexuality, in pahcular, was s m c a n t  not 

only to missionaries, but to Native men as well, as they tried to establish order in their 

communities, communities that had been m t e d  by &ease and settlement. Thus, there 

was a confluence of male interest. Three groups of men had an herest in inontrolhg 

Native women's sexuality, atthough they had different reasons for wanting control. 

While abongmal llliuTiages and sexuality drew reformers' attention, inter-racial and 

international1 miom elicited the most concem fim all quarters. For some Indian agents, 

missionaries, and Native men, the existence of inter-racial, international, and extra-marital 

sexuality intensikd the need for greater marriage regulators. As we have seen in Chapter 

Two, these parties approached the issue of marriage r e f m  from mxent perspectives and 

with diffkrent agendas. This chapter wiIl explore why many viewed mixed reMmhqs 

between Natives and m-Natives as so troubkmme. As well, I will examine why many 

I bave chosen this word to describe the datimships that occurred between Native people &om different 
bunds and oommunities. 'Ihif tenn becomes par- useful in discussing the protests directed by Native 
men against the nwmmmf ornative women off their reserves to live with other men - mcluding other 
N a i k  men. ln their petitiorrs and mmphkb, I interpreted their refaence to "other Indian men" as me* 
m e n f i n a n o f f t h e R e ~ e ~ ~ e , ~ ~ ~ b a n d s a r n a t i ~ l l ~ .  



Native men viewed relationships between Indians &om different nations as  also 

problematic. 

Untii the mid-nineteenth century when the fur trade declined and agriculturt: 

became more sigdicaflt, relatiortdups between Native or "half-breed women and 

European men were an accepted part of fur-trade society in what is now tvestern Canada. 

As historians Sylvia Van Kirk and Jennifer Brown have argued, Cree, Qbwa, Assiniboinc, 

Blackfoot, Carrier, Chinook women, as well as women of other nations, played a 

significant role in developing the society that formed around this staple ec~nomy.~ West 

coast Native women also formed ties with fur traders that facilitated trade with their 

cofmnutlities. Jo-Anne Fiske and Carol Cooper have documented the trade activities of 

Tsimshian and Nootkan women, for in~tance.~ Whether on the coast or on the plains, one 

of the central features of fur-trade society was marriage a la facon du pays, or country 

marriages, that blended Indian and European marriage customs in a way that watt 

practically suited to the traditions, customs, and the economic and political interests of both 

parties. 

At a time when European fur-traders relied upon Native peoples for sUTVival, the 

SOCiOeCOflomic role played by Native women was critically important to the fbr trade. Not 

only did some Native women provide the cuhmal link between European and Indian 

traders - as translators and mediators - but they also produced vahuble items far survival 

Eike mocassins, clotlung, and food. However, as Van Kirk has pointed out, fiu trade 

R e h  to S y h  Van Kik ,  Many Tender Ties:Women in Fur-Trade Society m Western C& 1670- 1870 
( B T j  Watson & Dwyer, 1980); also see Jennifer Brown Stranam in Blood: Fur Trade Company 
FamiEies m Indian Country (Vancower: University of British Cohnnbia Press, 1980). 
Card Chpe~, "Native Women of the Northern Pacilic Coast - An Historical Perspective, 1 830-1 900," 

J o d  of Camdkn Studks, 27, no. 4 ~~ 1992-93) 44-76. Also see JG-Anne Fiske, "b~onizfitim a d  
the Decline of Women's Status: The Tsimshian Case," Feminist Studies 17, no. 3 (Fall 1991), j09-535. 



society was not static.4 As the western economy shifted from furs to agriculture, and 

European women entered the frontier in greater numbers, the cfynamtcs between Native 

women and white men changed. Many fur-traders began to sever their pies with their 

Native or Metis f d e s  and return to the social and material comforts of white ~ociety.~ 

While historians such as Van Kirk, Brown, and Constance Backhouse have studied 

the changing dynamics in IlliKital relations between Native women and white men, not 

much work has been done on the dynarmcs between non-married couples (those without 

the mamiage a la fawn du pays), and whether European and Native traders considered 

their unions illegitimate. Although we still do not know enough about these relationships, it 

is likely that Native women and white men who lived together unmarried in fur-trade 

society probably did not receive the same degree of moral condemnation that these unions 

attracted once fur-trading society began to change (excludmg, of course, the attitudes of 

missionaries who mostly objected to cohabitation before marriage). Van Kirk's research 

seems to support this. She has suggested that Native women who lived with white fur 

traders, without having undergone a country marriage ceremony, were considered wives by 

both their Indian families and the white fua-traders. Van Kirk has argued that, from the 

Indian point of view, these unions mtght have conformed to Native customs. Furthermore, 

the appeamce of phrases such as "father-in-lawn and "son-in-law" in the fur-traders' 

journals indicates that white fbr-traders also acknowledged the legitimacy of these 

common-law 

vanICirk.5. 
Constance Backlmuse, Petidcoats and Preiudice: Women and Law in Nineteenth-Century Canada, 

(U'@men's Press: Osgoode Society, 1991), 14. 
Sylvia Van Kirk, " 'Tht: Custom of the Country:' h Examhation of Fur Trade Marriage Practices," 

Canadian Famihr Histow, ed. Bdtina Bradbury, uoronto: Copp Clark Pitman, 1 !I%!), 69. 



By the l87Os, however. white society's attitudes towards such unions had c h ~ e d  

noticeably? coinciding with major transformations in the economy, namely the shift away 

ftom thc fix trade and towards agriculture which brought more white women to the 

frontier. At this time too, some Xative men also began to object to the movement of' Nativc 

women away from aboriginal communities and into the homes of white men. Their 

objections will be discussed later Dn in this chapter. 

While most missionaries had disparagingly referred to these unmarried couples as 

living in "c~ncubinage,"~ it is clear from government correspondence that other Euro- 

Canadian citizens also believed that common-law, inter-racd unions between Native 

women and white men should be discouraged. Around the 1870s the term LLconcubinage" 

began to appear in non-missionary sources to describe relationships between Native women 

and wMe men. NotabJy, "concubinage," with its censorious overtones, was w d  to 

describe any type of non-marital cohabitation invohmg Native women, whether it was with 

Native or non-Native men. Inter-racial concubinage tended to elicit the strongest reacticms 

from critics. A study of these inter-racial unions is valuable for many reasons. First, by 

stuctuing reformers7 responses to d e d  couples, we can see how reformers tried to 

enhance the sanctity of the institution of marriage by Wtening the reins on what waq 

considered a legitimate union. James Snell explains how eiuiy twentieth centmy rcformcm 

were growing increasmgfy convinced that the famdy institution needed protecting and that 

it was bemg eroded by the presslaes of ir.i%29trializa?h and urbanization." British 

- 
7 Ibid, 80-81. Van Kirk desaibes how Catholic -onaries Father Blanchet and Father Demers wtw 
probably two of the few notablc exceptions to this. Blanchet and Demers, who traveled through B.C. in 
1838 and spent a few years working among the Indian populations, had a conciliatory attitude towards inter- 
racial couples who lived together unmarried, or manied accordmg to the custom of the country. 
"nell, "'The White Life for Two,'=BI. Also see the article by SneU and C y n h  Comaccho Abeele 
atitled "Rsgulating N u p w  Restricting Access to Marriage in Eady Twentieth-Century English- 



Columbia, reformers' attacks on inter-raclal, common-law unions suggested a desire to 

strengthen and regulate the i n s t i o n  of maniage. 

-Moreover by studying inter-racial unions, we see how the issue of race complicated 

matters for refmm who regarded marriage as a means of fortifg.mg society. If common- 

law marriage represented a fonn of di~ruptive sexual behaviour? then inter-racial 

cohabitation was even more disnrplive. Fxtramarital sexuality between mixed couples 

violated the sanctity of mairiage, and the possibility of miscegenation increased reformers' 

concerns a b u t  the development of a social underclass. Many reformers associated such 

illicit sexual activity with a world of poverty, crime, and illegitimacy, all of which, they 

believed, created "a gross national stigma.# 

Lastly, &om the point of kiew of Native men who challenged inter-racial and inter- 

cu3tural unions, these r e m h i p s  threatened the ability ~f Native communities to 

withstand colonizing pressures. The protests of these men indicate that they hoped to also 

enm;nrCe the quatity and character of aboriginal fanrity life, with the ultimate goal of 

their etmxmuIlities. Overall, the various reactions to inter-racial and inter- 

cuhwd uhktation suggest the e-xtent to which Native and non-Wative reformers at this 

dme regarded the reguJation of marriage as highly signrlEicant to the project of building a 

society aud defining the Mtues of that society. 

W W e  missionaries usuaUy opposed cohabitation under any circumstances, inter- 

racialcohablfat#m 
. . 

seemed e:pciaI& proWematic for some. RecaIting his work as a 

mhkmaq in the twentieth cenhq Fmw& M e  Thomas, O.M.L. dmxi'bed how 



he and his fellow missionaries dealt with concuInnage and enforced appropriate gender 

relations: 

.... a certain number of the most of them pagans, cohabited with white men. Ilus 
and certa!n other faults gave the Chilcotin a bad reputation. That had to be corrected and wc 
corrected it by follo~ing Bishop Durieu's systcm which was a sort of Catholic Action and 
which had Bishop DontenwiIl's hearty approval. Our watchmen and policemen never 
r e W  to bring them back again whzn that was necessary. These women were finally 
converted, induced to return to their villages with their half-breed children and, after the 
customary year of probation, were baptized. Far fiom bearing me any grudge, the men who 
had cohabited with these women as well as the good white men helped me by their 
iniluence. lo 

Community intervention was thus instrumental in Oblate efforts to regulatc Native 

sexuality. Education was another component. From St. Joseph's Mission ig 1867, Father 

J.M. LeJacq told Bishop M e u  that: 

... I h a y s  preach that one who is baptized cannot marry one who is not baptized, not to 
mention the mixed couples who already live together.. ..I also tell them to separatz, it king a 
great evil to live together: The good Lord does not like Indians who take one wife then 
rejects her in order to take mother, just like the animals ... You know the number of mixed 
couples is very considerable m this mission of St. Joseph's, more than in Lake Stuart .' ' 

LcJacq's correspondence connected miscegenation with savagery. iMoreover, his; comment 

that the In* m St. Joseph's mission were "just like the animals," more so than in I A c  

Stuart, was sigaificaut for it suggested the overall moral and social "depravity" of St. 

Joseph" mish. Thus, L e J q  suggested the state of s e d  relations at St. Joseph's was 

refleztive of the state of the community in general. 

Misshay stories of th;2 death-bed conversions of concubines attained ahnost 

mythical prtprtkm m missionar)- lore. Such stories show up repeatedly throughout 

Cadmk Irrissicmarq. w.bere the priest, usually at some odd hour m the night, is 



called frantically to a distant village where a concubine lies dymg and ready to repent for 

her life of sin. Father Thomas, who spent sixty years working amongst the Carib00 recalled 

a story of Father LeJacq. LeJacq had been called to work in the interior in 1868, and was 

asked to baptize a dying Indian woman at Soda Creek. "Agatha" had been living unmarried 

with a white man arid it was not until she was on her deathbed that LeJacq decided to visit 

her to see if she was repentent, and if so, to administer last rites to her. Delayed by harsh 

winter weather, by the time he arrived, the sick woman was apparently already dead. 

"Agatha? Amota!" [Agatha! Get Ep!j LeJacq shouted. Thomas describes how Agatha then 

resurrected hers% repented, and was hence saved from eternal damnation.12 According to 

Thomas, the story made an impression among the C m i  Indians. 

The missionaries suggested that inter-racial cohabitation was worse than other 

types. They did not always elaborate on why that was, although they W e d  miscegenation 

to .savagery and stqgested that those white men who cohabited with Indian women were 

governed by their passim. We get a better sense of their objections through non- 

missionary sources. One of the earliest non-missionary refaences to inter-racial 

. . cohabitatMn is provided by L i v  . Powen m 1872, who was then Superintendent of Indian 

The cust ,~n among the lower c b s e s  of white men in this Province, of purchasing Indian 
women (the Indian form of maniagel, and keeping them for a time, is another of the 
obstaclzs m the way of their [the Indians] social and moral ad~ancement.'~ 

ADthoogh one could argue that inter-racial unions could actually encourage or guarantee 

'' F e  hh ie  Thomas: "hizmoirs," hlarmscript, BCARS, 16. Margaret Whitehead, in The Cariboo 
LMsiq 50, dso t& of this incihent- 
'"~rpwt ofthe Supintendent of Indian AE&s for B.C. 1872-73," I.W. Powel to J.C. Aikens, Secretary 
efsbfq SP~~~~Mta lPuper  No. 23.1832-?3,29. 



assimilation, many people like Powell considered these unions to be obstacles to the 

civIlization of Natives. His use of the phrase "keeping for a M e . .  ." suggests his problem 

with these relationships. Reromers believed there to be a strong connection between what 

they sometimes labeled "concubinage" and the social problems of illwtimacy, poverty, and 

prostitution that often resulted. Powell suggested that white men of the "less respectablc," 

lower classes engaged in this activity and were par@ responsible fm impeding the progress 

of Native people; at the same time, however, he hinted that their lack of respectability w a  

confkned by their association with Native women and their participation in Indian 

marriage customs. A few years later, Chief Justice Matthew Baillie Begbie described the 

type of men who lived with Indian women. His description was more charitable than 

Powell's, although both men agreed that it was poorer white men who usually lived with 

Indian women. 

There is in this Province a large class of very useful, hardworhg, but not hghly educated 
or refined lot of men who form as it were the van of the settlers. They generrdy pre-empt 
land far up the country, and employ themselves in stock raising or other agricultural 
pursuits: sometimes m mining m isolated localities, or packmg, sometimes in a combination 
of these or other occupdtions acccrding to the season of the year, but generally have a log 
house which they consider their home, and generally an Xndm concubine whom they 
consider and treat in all respects as the wife of a man in s d a r  circles of Me would be 
COJlSidered and treated by him in Great Britain. l4 

In discussing inter-racial relations between white men and Native women, both 

Powell and Begbie commented on the social class of the men involved and suggested that 

sociaa cIass was highly relevant to the discussion of unmarried couples. Many reformers of 

dKir day Mumxi the distinctions between morahty and povm. Historian! have s ~ c s t c d  

that the mcreasingEy asserfive middle class that was developing in the late nineteenth and 

l4 Begtrie, n.d 1885, RG 10, C-10104, vol. 3599, Be 1520. 
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early twentieth cenaKies perceived there to be growing social and economic turmoil, and 

moved to moral reform in response to those perceptions. In her discussion of prostitution 

and Victorian society, Judith Walkowitz argues that reformers associated social "evils" such 

as prostitution with the woikmg class, and shows how middle class reformers hoped to root 

out the traditional mial and sexual habits of the lower classes in an effort to reform 

them." James SneU, in his work on marriage reform in Canada, also points out that certajn 

"problematic" aspects of marriage - such as desertion and non-support - were attacked 

vigorously because they were associated with the lower-~lass.'~ In effect, for middle class 

reformers like Beghe and Powell, the regulation of marriage and sexualtty became a way 

of establishing social order amidst "chaos." Those who wanted to prevent the occurrence 

of inter-racial unions between white men and Native women in British Columbia (or in 

Begbie's case, to legitimize and protect thoss unions) aho suggested the threat of social 

disorder if inter-racial relations were allowed to persist unregulated. Their discussions of 

problems such as poverty, i&@.imacy, and prostitution in association with these unions 

showed the connections between marriage and social order. In the process, reformers 

associated poverty with race. 

Although it had been common for lugh-ranking officers in the HBC to live 

unmarried with Native women, in later years a stigma became attached to inter-racial 

unions. Some reformers looked upon the presence of children who were the offspring of 

inter-racial parentage as perpetuating the problems of illegitimacy, poverty, and crime. In 

l5 Judith Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Societv: Women. Class, and the State (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980), 251. 
l6 James Snell, "'The White Life for Two': The Defm of Marriage and Sexual Morality in Canada, 1890- 
1914," Canadian Family History, ed. Bettina Bradby, poronto: Copp Clark Pitman, 1992), 396. 



1873 Alex. C. Anderson, a Justice of the Peace, launched an aggressive protest against 

nm-married, inter-racial couples. Writing to his Member of Parliament, Andwson 

requested hrm to exercise his influence with the Dominion Gocwnment to bring forth 

legislation discouraging or regdating illegitimate inter-racial unions. 

In my private capacrty I rzspzctfidly ask the attention of the Government to the serious 
question of the intercourse subsisting between certain of the settlers m the Province and the 
Native women. A system of concubinage is openly carried on, unrestrained by any law. 
Hence a class of half-breed children is rapidly increasing in numbers, who [with] the brand 
of illegitimacy, and deprived of all incentives to self-respect, will in course of time become 
dangerous members of the commlmrty. On all grounds, both of morality and public 
expediency, the interference of the Government to regulate in some way h e  nature of these 
unions, which it is impossible, were it indeed politic, to prevent, seems to be urgently catled 
for. l7 

For Anderson to have referred to concubinage as "a system" was an exaggeration, althaugh 

he was probably sincere in stating his concem over the matter, and what he believed wme 

the serious social consequences of conculnnage. Anderson had been on the coast since 

1832, some forty years before writing this letter to his M.P., so he was certatnly not 

lminforrned about the conditions of aboriginal people. Anderson was dissatisfied with M.P. 

Sir Francis Hincks7 response. Although agteeing with Anderson that cmcubmge was "an 

admitted ed," Hincks doubted that legislation would ever be passed against it, explaining 

only that the question of inter-racial concubinage was one "of greatest diffi~ulty."'~ 

Anderson's main argument for regulating concubmage grew out of his concern 

over miscegenation, the physical mixing of different races. It is -cant that Anderson 

referred to the half-breeds as a uclassn - and in a later lee=, "a gross national stig~na"'~ - 

a, by their illegitimacy and probable poverty would represent a potential threat to social 

" Alex C. Anderson to Sir Francis Hincks, M.P., 16 April 1873, RG 10, C-10115, vol. 3658, lile 9404. 
Hincks to Anderson, 1 1 July 1873, RG 10, C- 101 1 5, vol. 3658, file 9404. 

l9 Anderson to Hincks, 26 August 1873, RG 10, C-10115, vol. 3658, file 9404. ,- 



order. He suggested that illegrtimate half-breeds would be stigmatrzed by white and Native 

. . society, nmgmak& these individuals would be poor and most likely turn to crime. 

Anderson did not refer to poverty specifically, but his references to illegitimacy, lack of 

self-respect and absence of incentives for improvement suggested a life of marginalization 

and poverty. Karnloops Indian agent J. W. MacKay expressed similar sentiments in spelltng 

out the cormection he thought e-uisted between concubinage and poverty. Accordmg to 

him, "prompt remedial measu~es" needed to be taken against concubines who with their 

half-breed children to support "out of their scanty means" were an affront to the "wen- 

being of society in general."20 Poverty was a social stigma in a society that valued a 

strong work ethic.'' Moreover, and perhaps more disturbmg to them, they were 

witnessing the beghings of a social problem that was new to their society. 

Despite a discouraging response Erom Hincks, Anderson continued his efforts to 

prohibit concubmage. In 1878, Anderson appealed to the Superintendent General to lobby 

for legislation against concubmage. He suggested that British Cohunbia, like the 

neq$bourbg Territories, apply "stringent prohibitory laws.. . [so that] persons who ha[ve] 

previo* cohabited with I n h  women be compelled to separate from them, under risk of 

very severe penalties, or to legalize their unions by marriage."u His appeals on this matter 

were unsuccessful. 

Anderson was not the only government official concerned about the social 

bmplicatim resultmg from concubinage. Chief Justice Matthew Baillie Begbie also hoped 

J,W. MacKay to I.W. Powell, 2 May 1886, RG 10, vol. 3842, file 71,799. 
'' Tina Loo, blah Law. O r k .  and Authority in British Columbia, 182 1 - 1871, poronto: University of 
Toronto h, 1994). Refer to the chapter on "l3ute Inlet Stories" for a discussion ofhow a valued work 
ethic affected the construction of the Chilcotin Indians as "other." 
'' Akx C. Anderson to the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 12 February 1 878, RG 1 0, C- 101 1 5, 
vd. 3658, file 9404. 



to enact legislation that would alleviate social pressures. Begbie was concerned about the 

economic welfare of mmanied Native women k g  with white men. His foremost 

concem with inter-racial unions had to do with the problems unmarried women and 

ill- children posed to the transrmssl 
. . 
on of property in cases where the deceased died 

intestate. Since "wncu€nnagen was not legitimized by law, Begbie proposed that measures 

be put m place to safeguard the financial security of these Native women and children. Me 

argued that such legislation - were it drafted to provide for families left destitute by such 

circumstances - was witbin the powers of the province because property and civil tights 

were within provincial domain: 

Whereas in the (Province of British Columbia) or (remoter parts of diverse Provinces in the 
Dominion), it sometimes happens that diverse persons die intestate and possessed of 
considerable property and without any legal relatives in the Province but leaving Native 
Indian women their concubines and children the issue of such concubines, or of other 
concubines and children and of the assets of the deceased and such concubines and 
children being thrown on the charity of their neighbows for support, the community are put 
to undue expense and the children are exposed to physical md moral deterioration to the 
fUrther enquiry of the c o r n  unity.... It is just and reasonable that [some provision shall in 
some] cases be made out of the assets of the intestatee for the maintenance and education 
of such concubines and ~@pring. . .~~ 

Uafortunately, Begb~e's proposals were never instituted In correspondence regxdrng his 

proposals, Begbie implied that many legislators had objected to his measures because 

. .  * .  

k igtmmg concubine relatioflshrps under the law would "insult their Christian mo~ality."'~ 

In the minds of some, "half-breeds" symbolically straddled two different social and 

economic worlds. To some government officials, their presence m the late ninetcentb 

century represented the older days of the fur trade, when European traders would 

immiaiiry seek the compartioflship of Native women. A. W. Vowell, m 1875, argued that 

LW. Powdl to O'Mara, Secretary of State for the Province, 8 March 1875, RG 10, C-10 104, vol. 3599, 
file 1520. 
24 Begbie to the Secretary of State for the Province, nd. 1875, RG 10, C- 10 104, vol. 35W, file 1520. 



special JegisMcm protecting half-breed women from sexual exploitation was u n n ~  

becaurre this segment of the popabPion would eventually disappear, as white men would 

increasing& seek out the cumpany of the growing number of white women in the province. 

. ..oertainly owing to the changed conditions in the Province from what it was in eady days, 
when tbere were scarcely any white women in the country the advent of these illegitimate 
halfbreeds [sic] should rapiclly diminisfiE 

Vowell's response is interesting for other reasons as well. When pressured to support 

special l e g i s h  regulatmg the sexual@ of a portion of the population, VoweIl provided a 

s i m k  response to the one given years later in 1898 (page 49). Reluctant to intervene in 

Ihe "privaten domain of sexuahty, Vowell maintained that with time, the half-breed 

population would grow smaller and with it, so would the incidence of illegitimacy. Just as 

Vowell refused to regulate Native fnaniages, opting instead for a graduaM approach, so 

too did he decline KO regulate mixed maniages, believing that with time the mixed blood 

popuiation would dbqpar. LillCKKt Iadian agent William La@ Meason was of the similar 

ophtion that the illegitimate half-breed population would eventually dtsappear because of 

the pressures of "civilizationn and social "progress." In 1884 he wrote to Powell, Indian 

Superintendent of B.C.: 

... The practice of white men taking Indian women with them as temporary wives [his 
emphasis] is stin prevalent m this parf of my agency. The Indians have complained to me 
about this matter and much W e  that it be stopped. Of those who are livmg with Indian 
women since the Pioneer days of the Province and who have raised families by them - I 
say n-, but it seems to me advisable that, with the present state of civilization in the 
countq, and the abmdam of white and educated hallbreed [sic] women - such a practice 
should be put a stop to in future.x 

In-? Meason suggested that it was more acceptable for white men to raise fantilies 

with M-breed women rather than with Native women Perhaps being more %Me," the 



children of these unions would be better able to assimilate into white society and less Wrdy 

Once the west ceased to be a frontier, people became more concerned about 

rnodity. Poverty and ikgitisnacy garnered greater attention. Illegitimacy, with its 

~ o n s  with poverty and social Qsplacement, was a stgma that some members of 

Euro-Canabn society connected with the haff-breed population. Referring to the progeny 

of inter-racial unions, Powell declared with certainty: "Invariably, the children of such 

parentage grow up to be the most disreputable characters."*' An Indian agent reporhng 

from Battleford Saskatchewan m 1885 went one step fiuther to suggest not only that 

illegithwy was a social problem that was difficult to deal with effectively, but also that 

Natke cultures did not lend themselves to the laws that governed civilized society. 

Moreover, he suggested that the categories of legitimacy and illegitimacy did not really 

work for Natives. 

... with reference to legislation re: connection with the subject of illegitimate children and 
polygamy and in reply I beg to say that the subject m s  to me a most difiicult one to deal 
with by legislation. In the present state of the Indians generally, the extreme laxity of their 
ideas and practices in the matter renders it diEicuit to draw the h e  between legitimate and 
illegitimate children....With regards to polygamy, prohibiting enactments might do some 
good, but until the T n b  are raised by Ciuistian civilization above their present low state 
of morals, it appears to me that legal restraints will fail.. . 'a 

Thus, Powell argued that the laws could only work if the people they applied to were 

civihjed In the minds of some reformers, chibation and savagery - whereby white 

Christian society was civilized and Indians were savages - were diametrically opposed. 

--" 

a Bid 
26 Meason to Powen, 25 March 1884, RG 10, vol. 3658, file 9404. 
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Tina Loo has written how the Bute Inlet stories about the Chilcotin massacre of 1864 were 

anbated with this dichotomy between civilization and savagery.29 The social and 

economic problems experienced by the illegitimate served only to illustrate what reformers 

co~istructed as the moral c~ll~e~uences of miscegenation. 

Commentators discussing miscegenation in the 1880s probably felt justified in 

linkmg "half-breeds" to the aiminal element. In 1879, three McLean brothers, along with a 

fiiend, murdered a Kamloops Constable and another settler. While the McLeans were 

eludmg mest, there were muours throughout the interior of a mass b b  upising 

possibly invohrlng the Chilwtin and Lower Fraser Indians inspired by the McLean 

massacre.% I3e.u-y Crease, the Judge presidmg in Regina vs. McLeans and Hare, expficitb 

connected crime with bemg "mixed blood." 

We are brought face to fkce with the condition of our numerous and growing half-breed 
population through the country. What is &eir future? Sons of the hardy pioneers. . . allied 
themselves to the native tribes who surrounded them. So long as civilization kept away fiom 
them, or they fiom ckikation, ail was well.. . .Many a trapper owes his life to the fidelity and 
sagacity and cowage of his Indian wife. The offspring of these marriages, a tall, strong, handsome 
race combined in one the hardihood and quick perceptions of the men of the woods, with the 
inteDjgence and some of the training and endurance of the white man which raised them into a 
grade above th& mother's but not yet up to the father's grade.. . . 

So long as the wbite &her lived, the children were held in some sort of subjection, but 
the moment he was gone they gravitated towards their mother's fiiends and fell back into nature's 
ways.. . Is it any wonder then thaf remaining unchecked and uncared for, they should at last adopt 
the predatory Arab life which in a scattered country is kaught with such danger to the state?31 

Crease's speech to the courtroom suggesteri, among other thgs, that the presence of the 

half-breed population threatened the stabhty of society and posed a danger to the 

Loo, M a k k  Law. Order- and Authority in British Cohbia,  182 1 - 1871, Foronto: University of Toronto 
Press, l994),148. 
3a Me1 Rothenbllrger, The Wild McL.eans, (Victoria: Orca Book Publishers, 1993), 129,147. 

Ibid, 167-168. 



As we have seen, some Ewo-Cana- like Anderson, Begbie, Powell. Crease, 

and South shared a variety of concerns about poverty, crime, and illegitimacy, that led 

them to believe that unmarried, inter-racial unions undermined social order, First, they 

associated cohabitation with poverty. Those who engaged in these unions were often 

characterized as belonging to the lower classes. Moreover, reformers suggested that 

cohabitation perpetuated poverty. For example, women and children who lived with men 

dymg intestate were usually left without any legal entitlement to the man's property. 

Simkly, in cases of desertion., there were no legal protections for the women or their 

children. Secondly, most of the objections against "concubinage" concerned the children 

who resulted fkom these relationships. Reformers argued that illegitimate children were 

usually poor, or were limited to a Me of poverty and margtnalrzation which invariabty led 

to crime as the McLean case suggested. Finally, as Indian agent Meason implied, being 

visibly "half-breed" exacerbated the problems for illegitimate children even more. They 

were more -ed because they were visibly "half-breed," and thus faced greater 

challenges at assirnilatmg into a society that przvrleged white faces. 

At the same time, many abongml men also opposed inter-racial and inter-cultural 

relationshtps. They too spoke of social disorder and objected to Native women m o h g  off 

the reserves to live with other men. However, their concerns suggested that the implications 

of ntixed unions were poten&@ more threatening to their worlds than they would ever be 

to white men 



"The Great Evil Springing up Amongst our People ... :" Obiections to the Movement 
of Native Women off the Reserves 

In the spring of 1885 twenw-t Indian chiefs from around British Columbia scrawled 

their "X marks" in support of a petition fixwarded to the Department of Indian ,Wairs. 

The chief9 argued that a crisis was transforming Indian communities: 

... We beg to lay before your Excellency our present grievances and pray that our petition 
may meet your view and approval. 
1. A great evil is springing up amongst our people and if not checked in due time vdl 
without doubt cause the spiritual and temporal ruin of our tribe. 
2. It has occurred that when there had been a dispute between a manied couple the wife 
leaves her husband and goes off the Reservation and takes up with either a bad whiteman, a 
chinaman [sic], or other Indian and live together in an unlawful state. 
3. If in case of a married couple one of whom becomes a c t e d  by sickness of long- 
standmg or of bhndness, the other goes off the Reservation desertmg the aBcted one and 
leavrng their oBpring in a sad state of destitution. 
4. We have many times appealed to our Agent ~ h o  is appointed by the Government as our 
guardian to aid us. We have also appealed to t%e Magistrates to assist us in bringing back if 
necessary by force, the erring ones, and their reply to our appeal has been they would help 
us if they could, but they had no power to act in such cases. 
5. Had we the power of folowing om own ancient cwtoms as we have had before 
civilization dawned upon us, we would bring back the erring ones, by farce if necessary. 
Were we to do so now, we are threatened with a breach of law, and make ourselves liable to 
fine and imprisonment. Therefore, We, your Petitioners, pray that your Excellency may take 
our case into consideration, and order a remedy f~ nlar grievances above enumerated, by 
causing power to be invested in the hands of our agent, and in the hands of our chief%, 
where instructed to act by said agent in b m  back, if necessary by force, the ening ones 
without subjecbng ourselves to h e  and impri~onment.~~ 

Supported by over two-hundred men from various bands, this petition was one of a series 

of complaints concerning Native fw life that continued well into the twentieth century. 

My exantination of m i s s i m  and DIA documents revealed these two parties received 

complaints from Native bands into the 19409. 

In their 1885 petition, the chiefs Eisted the gender-neutral problem of spousal 

desertion and the genderqwafic issue of the movement of Native women off the reserves 

" Lower F m m  [sic] Indians to the Governor General of C a n a h  28 December 1885, RG 10, volume 3842, 
file 71,799. 



to live with "other" men, as their main concerns. The chiefs wanted to return to the old 

order. They atgued that doing so would pre-u'ent Native families from disintegrating. 

However, it is not entirely clear whether the chefs were xting %lute man's ways" 

altogether, or whether they simply objected to the law as it stood regarding the regulation 

of fa& Me. Their desire for the old order may have been limited to a return to traditional 

practices (or what they claimed were traditional) of regulating sexual relations. 'l'his 

interpretation may be more fitting. The petition was strongly supported by the I6lioot.t and 

Shuswap peoples who had acc~fnmodated the Oblates to some extent; the men who signcd 

the petition of 1885 were most likely Catholic, and had more to gain from being Catholic 

than fiom rejecting the presence of the Oblates Nonetheless, whatever we read 

thek calls for "ancient customs" to mean, the petitioners opted for modern measures to 

attain their conservative objectives. As we have seen, their desire for and trust in legislative 

reform was consistent with the means chosen by other reformers who also wanted to 

enhance the quality of family life. 

The protests and petitions such as the one above that began appearing throughout 

the 1880s grew out of the many changes that had been happening within Native 

communities. Many of the protests launched by Native men again91 common-law unionr 

made reference to recent socio-ecunomic changes that affected their influence over their 

families. With the formation of Indian policy and the advent of mksionary activities in thc 

west, some Native men argued that they were losing control over what happened to their 

f a d e s .  In the 1885 petition shown above, the chiefs declared: "Had we the powcr of 

" Eblx tb  Fumiss discllsses how S w a p  men during this time used the apparatus of the Obkte Jhieu 
system to gain authority within their tribe, whereas without tbe Durieu structure, they would have had little 
a d m d y  or statns w i t h  the comrmmity, because the clan system had been devastated by the influx of 



fonowing our oxvn anciat customs as ~1.2 haw had before civilization dawned upon uq, we 

wouM bring back thz erring ones. by force 8 n e c m . "  " They contrasted this pwious 

power with their current predicament: "Were we to [return the warnen to their "lzgitimrrte" 

f d e s ]  now, we are threatened with a breach of law, and make o-kcs liable to fine 

and irnpris~nment."~' These Native men argued that the law in its current state was a 

disabling factor for them. They claimed that legislative refonns would rctum the;*- old 

powers of regulating sexvality. Such reforms, if in place, would guarantee that thfy would 

not be prosecuted if they tried to bring back "their" women. 

-4s Native men were agitating for greater legislative controls to regulate their 

marriaga, missionaries were trying to restructure Native communities along different 

political and moral lines. Although aniving oc3h different agendas, some Indian mcn ofitn 

colluded with missionaries in seeking greater regulations ova their families. Native men 

sometimes turned to missionaries for a voice to the outside world. In a report to 1XA on the 

Ckiboo Indians, Father McGuckin argued on behalf of the men in his district who had 

consulted with him about gaining greater legislative controls over their farmlies, in thc 

hopes of preventing Native women from leaving their Yegitirnate" Native husbands. 

I strangly recommend the passing of a law by which hdnm who are la-y married may 
be abk to take smmnary proceedings either by themselves or through the Commissioners 
of Indian Affairs, before a local Justice of the Peace or a County Court Judge, against those 
white men or others who by seduction or otherwise induce a married woman to leave her 
legitimate husband. The Catholic Indians have made enormous sacrifices in gvmg up their 
own customs and habits and m adopting the laws of Christianity (this is e s p e d y  buc in all 
that regards C%istiarl mardagesj hence the law of the land should protect them not only 
from the wickedness of bad men, but also as far as it is possible a om the dangers of 

. - - 

golddiggers and cattle-ranchers m the 1850s and '60s. See her article, "Resi5tance, Coercion, 
bitatization.. . " 
34 Petition, 28 December 1885, RG 10, volume 3842, fiIe 71,799. 
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qmation dunng their fifetime. The women will become a disgrace tc. her sex and a plague 
in sc~5ety and the man will very likely became a rn~derer.~' 

LMcGuckin's use of the @raw the %ickedness of bad men.. ." to describe the "other" men 

with whom Native women went to h e  demonsttated his support for the Native men in his 

district. McGuckin suggested that the Christiam Cariboo men felt betrayed by white society 

when their famiiies wene being sundered by the very "civitizatimn into which they were 

pa-wed to assimilate. The impact of "civilization" complicated matters for Native 

f a  when Native women were exposed to outside influences. By fie turn of the 

century on the coast, Agent DeBeck reported that Native women were leaving their 

abcmgbd husbands with increasing fiquency. From Alert Bay, De Beck reported m 1902 

that Native men were also appealing to him for help in bringing back wives who had 

deserted them and were now fiving with other men. 

With regard to the number of cases where the deserted husband had come to me to assist 
him to get his ening wife back; as I said before, it is a common occurrence, although I have 
kept no record of the names or number of cases, I would have no hesitation in sayine that 
there has been at least forty since my arrival in April last." 

Inctian men argued that their duly to safeguard their ntarriages was being undercut. 

In another pe& a few years later, a b r i g i d  men again errpressed their inability 

to control their families. The men who signed the petition to stop internatiod inter-racial 

. . 
suggested that their mabjlhy to control their own family We was inextricably 

tied to their position as Natives in a %ten society, as they pointed to the failure of laws 

- - 

Fa& McGuckin, O.M.I. Recta, St. Joseph's Mission, to DIA, 9 Jarmary 1875, RG 10, C-10108, vol. 
-3611, file 4780- 
"G-W.DeBecqtoA.W.Vowe4lnctianSUpermtendentofB.C.,23Jannary1903, RG10,C-8538,vol. 
6816, fi 486-2-5 pt.1. 



against reduction to protect "Indian cases."* The petition. suppted by over fift?.-~ight 

We are much aggieved -and annoyed of the fact that aur wive, sisters. and daughters an 
frequently decoyed away fivm our Reserves by ill-designing pawns. ?hat we have no 
adequate protection agakd this ail born the law now in force, for instance. How can the law 
-.gainst seduction and the procurer k successllly applied to Indian cases? .-Is far as we can 
see, the said law is a dead letter to us, in as much that the only shght remedy we h a w  is that 
our In& Agents in some casts restores {sic] these enkg womtn to their Reserves but in 
most cases these women are kduced to retum again to their seducers." 

While protesting inter-cultural cohabitation a few decades later, the Indian Rights 

was hostile to Native f e .  They argued that m such a world, Native women wtre 

abused and Native fathers and husbands were umblc to prevent such abuse fiom 

happerzing. Native women, they wrote, were often abused by "bad men" when they went 

Native women was the over-riding. concan m the petition, the men's inability to .(lafeguard 

their families was implied: "The bad men... bring sorrow mto our homes and ...break up our 

f i m t d k ~ . ~ '  The Indian Rights Association argued that legislation needed to be enacted that 

would ensure the protection of Native fbilies, and most qy6ficantly, provide a legitimate 

rde for themselves in protecting "their womenn They argued that legislation wac an 

essential reform because current laws, as they stood, inhibited Native men from ef5ecdvely 

exercjsing authority over "the2 women. 

3~ Mian Bands fkm the Lower Fraser River and lbmhqn Agencies to the Govmor Generat of Canada, 
30 September 1890, RG 10, ~013842, fite 71,799. 
" Bid. 
"~Rights~mofB.C. toB .Roche ,Mirr i s t ero f theInter im,  15December1913, RG 10,C- 
10193, v d  3816, iile 57,0451. 
41 Ibid 



.& intenrational, umiamied relationship became an issue for Xative men. their 

caIIs fm regulation were based on certain representations of the parties invoked in these 

unions. Mites ,  Chinse, and Satwe men from other bands and tribes were portrayed a% 

'tvickecr* or "bad men." Howevw. the behatiour and character of Xative women garnered 

more attention from Indian men. In appealing for legislation to firrther regulate the 

sexualdy of Native women, Sative men usudy portrayed their daughters or wives as either 

victims or vixens. we have seen, the phrase "erring women" arose repeat- 

throughout the protests. But at the same *, aborigmai women were shown in the 

petitions to be sexually vulnerable, easily seduced undisciplined n b  it came to refusing 

sexual advances, and basidly unequipped to deal with the outside w d d  where "bad men" 

roamed. Therefore, the petitions ,wggested hi Native women needed male protection that 

w d  be ensured through legkhth. 

Indian male repmentabns of Native women paralleled the discourse in white 

society regarding white women The period saw an increase m protective legislation to 

protect women and girfs from the designs of men. In discussing nineteenth-century 

Canadian rape law, Ccmtma Backhouse descn'be how kqplators were interested m 

evpanding the role of tbe state in protecting more women &om sexual crimes. Although 

cuwts were ductant to comrict those who raped a woman of "qwdcmble character,," 

women were gaerally regarded as passionless, comrphble, and vulnerable, and rape laws 

were desigmd to protect these types of womenU In the appeals for greater qylarions 

into N a f k  sexual ~~ Sathe women were represented (by Native men) in similar 

ways to the represent;rtions of* women. 

kkhwse, - N i n e t d -  Canadian Rape Law 1800-92," 218,228,236. 
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Ln appem to the autbdies for Wer control o v a  their fmdy lifc. Native men 

emerged fi-om thc various petitions, as wen as ssuggstions of outrage that a %ifc leaves h a  

husband4 withwt apparent consequence. -4s if to empi-&ze their s m x  of entitimcn!, 

the chiefs suggested they wxc within their rights to request the authority to "bnng back if 

neceaq by force thz enkg ones.# In the petition of 1885. they implied that, lmder the 

circ~111~taf~:es, physical force could justifirab-ly be used in order to prevent the hi&-up of 

their families. Whether the c M  and Native men truly intemakd attitudes of malc 

entidement is open to interpretation. What can be said is that, at the very least, the chi& 

wanted greater power bested m them for the puopose of reguiatin@, Native marriages in a 

way they thought befi#irrg of their cormnun$; accordingly, they framed their petition in a 

mawer that they thougbt would most appeal to the authorities. 

The petitions and letten written on behalf of Native men usually rcfmed to the 

protection of Native women as a motivation for securing gtieater @sMve authority to 

d m c z  marriage miom within Xative commGties. A discourse of fcmale protection was 

umskknt with a patkuchal society, as wen as with a patenratistic administrative body like 

the Department of Iadian Affairs. One petition in particular, drafted by the Indian Rights 

- .  
Asmaahm m 1913, engaged the argumeot that Native women were in need of dire 

protection. The tide of the petition was "The Better Protection of Indian Wornen:" 

Whereas a number of our wcgnen and grds whilst working at the canneries, or traveling on 
tbzr puMic steamersf have been seduced and betrayed by bad men, not only hnghg sorrow 
into om homes, bat in cases breaking up our farnitis: Therefore, be it resolved, that 

* Petition, 28 Daember 1885, RG 10, volume 3842, lile 71,799. 
* Ibr-d 



we res~pectfdly request thz Jhmi~non Goverrnnent to enact such legislation as wrll protect 
our women against m h  demmbation."' 

The petition did not suggest what type of legidation was deemed necessary. Clearly 

howewrf Xative women were portrayed as weak and feeble-mhkd, easily seduced and 

eventidy betrayed- 1- were d e s c W  as gulhble, and it is sugg~ed that these women 

Natives. 1% other studies on moral regulation indicate, reformers'reptesentatiolls of 

women were highly s@&int to state respotlses to their pleas for greater intervention. In 

h a  study of prostitudon in the V~torian era, Judith Walkowitz argues that reformers 

itccentuated the hel@emms of pn>stitlltes in order to garner support for state mtervention 

to prevent pr0stitutio-n.~ They portrayed them as children who were stolen or seduced by 

whiteslavers. C a r a a d i a n ~ t w a s s o o n f a d w i t h a ~ l o b b y ~ b y  

Montrealer D. A. Watt Between 1885 and 1890, pdhment passed a number of statutes 

m response to pressures to protect '%uh~&le~ young gu-ls from the white slave 

Thuq m a s imda fasktion the representation of Native women was signiscant to the 

R- t h ~ ?  gemdm relat.iorrs within their c m n m d e s  had shifted due to the 

inthpt of settJers Native men so@t to increase their power and authority through legal 

channeis. For Native men dissatislfkd with the status off- relations, the law became a 

' 5  lrsdianwts- 
. - 

of B.C. to Dr- &he, biinister of the Interior, 15 December 1913, RG 10, C- 
10133, voL 3816, file 57, ,045-1. 
a Wit&cm&, prOStmrtinn and \61ctorian Societv: W m e n  Class. and the State (Cambridge: Cambridge 
tPrmedy Press, 19m 250. 

Bacirfiiwsr, " N U -  Camd!m Rape Law," 228. 



kdian chiefs desired: -a law by which [people Mng common-law J would he compelled to 

return to their legal husbands and Perhaps more srrikmg and to the point was 

Lower Fixer: 

The remedy for there great &...is to enact a law authorizinp, the infliction of corporal 
punishment by the lash. This we Mew would be the only way of protectq us against the 
procurer, the sedwa, and the intoxicant seller.. PY 

XdaMy, the petitions did nd expflcitly indicate upon whose boditzi the laqh would be 

appM The request by Native men to use the lash without fear of legal constraints lends 

added significance to the flogging of LiIlooet Lucy that was to happen only two y e m  later. 

We have to place the Liboet crisis in the context of the overan political tensions that w m  

happening m Native c~ntmunities, and the attempts by Native men to regulate their own 

f e  life. The Department of Justice was oppcwed to wating any special legislation that 

w d d  pertain only to Indian womenm Moreover, both the Department of Justice and DIA 

were opposed to the principle of- an evil by vio~ence."~' In its response to the 

1885 petition, the DIA stated &at it wanted to avoid the potential for vio~ence.~' 

In many of their petitions, Native men expressed a dhgness to accept greater 

42 l h h o p s  Indian agent to m k ~ ~ w n  recipienf 25 March 1886, RG 10, vol. 3842, fik: 7 I ,  799. 
4' Wkn Bands of Lower Fraser River and Kamloops Agencies to h e  Governor Genzral of Canada, 30 
September 1890, RG 10, vol. 3842, fie 71,799. 

L. Vankougtmet to AW. Vow* Indian Superintendent, 26 December 1890, RG 10, vol. 3M2, file 
71,799. 
" Bid. 

A* Deputy Mirthster of Justice to L. V a n k w  Deputy Superintendent General of Indiarl AfIhks, 
14 October 1887, RG 10, v d  3842, file 71,799. 



authwity given to the Indian agentq if not to themsehres, to enforce legislation were it 

h e  with men fiom outciide the reserve. Many Indian agents agreed with appeals for such 

IegbMq one even drafted proposed legislation. Agent MacKay suggested the following, 

=draft of a Regulation proposed to be added to the fndian Act - and for the better 

prevenh of mmmdity on the part of Indian women:" 

My opinion is that the required r d t  [where Natives h n g  in adultery would be compelled 
to return to their I@ husbands and wives] might be obtained by the following - or some 
law - which would also provide against cases -very rare I am happy to state - where white 
men are bvmg in d d t q  with Indian women: 'Any person or Indian bmg with, or 
harboring, or conniving at any one harboring an Indian woman who is legally married to an 
h d h ,  or to a person of Indian b M  who is living by permission of the Agent in a Reserve 
and inscribed on the Census as m e  of the band of said Reserve - shall - on conviction 
before a J.P. if other than an I n h  be liable to a fine of not less than $100 - nor more than 
$300 - with costs - and in default, to imprisonment for not less than two nor more than six 
months, or to both And if an InIndian, to $25 to $100 with costs and in d e w t  to 
imprisonment fiom two to six months or to both.53 

According to this dr&, Indian men who were charged with this crime would not be 

required to pay as we of a fine as white men would; however, they could receive a longer 

jail term than whites uncler this fegislation In drafhg this proposal, MacKay apparently 

md&d .~uggcstiofls made by the chiefk who wanted more stringent measures - namely, 

the authority to physicany sepatrate cohabiting couples where one was adready 

Tbe proposed law [by the Indian chiefsb giving auhrity to Indian agents and chiefs 'to 
take and bring back to' would assuredly, ifput in force, be attended with serious 
consequences. Many Indian women, in my agency, are lwhg with white men, and have 
bmiks by these men, and are looked npon by both In& and whites as being virtually if 
not legally, the wives of those men These women are the fmt agamst whom the chiefs 
wouId enfmce the law, causing much unhappmess, and m no doubt, serious trouble.% 

I b m h p s  ku&m agent to Imknswnrecipient; 25 March 1886, RG 10, vol. 3842, file 71,799. 
54 lbid 



Indian agents also koured changes to the law to increase theb- own powm to 

enfozce lzloflogarr#,us, contractual reMmships. The agents' quest  fw legislation to 

regulate inter-racial was an ex?ension or was consistent with their desk to hr: 

given the power to regulate Native marriages. l l i m t  agent Lamg hkasm in thr: 

188% who supported the chiefs in their petitions." Joseph William MacKay. and Wcst 

Coast agents E. E. Frost and agent Cdfison m the 1930s were the most vocal ahout this 

issue." In this regard their interests were ahgned with those of the chiefs, which were 

lhmsehres aligned with the missionasies. Their motivations, however, may haw hem 

different. The chiefs wanted authority within their families. The Indian agents were 

generally m favour of the chiefs' position, provided that the chiefs' actions could not 

potentiaUy undermine government authority. Some Indian agent.. oppo.sed the idea of 

imeshg chiefs with powers tklat could potentially disrupt a peaceable transition into white 

society. MacKay, for instance, would not agree to giving chief.. umnitigatcd authority to 

punish errant wives, not because doing so might be detrimental to the well-being of the 

v. men involved, but because relations betweerr white settlers and Native communities 

mt become antagonistic." In such an event, his own pition of authority would be 

seriously undeRnined and questhed, just as Father Chitouse's authority and mission were 

qnestioned a few years later. 

In suamnary, three very different groups of men were united in their opposition to 

the xmvemat of Native women off the reserves to live with "othern men. Of course, the 

" I d a n  Bands to Govemor Gated, 28 December 1885, in RG 10, vol. 3842, file 71,799. 
cA Fr&toC.C.P~aJadC.C.PenytoH~W.M~DSG~RG10,BS,vol. ll2%,ftlell7pt D 
5-1 Kamloops Indian agent to unlnown recipient; 24 March 1886, RG 10, voL 3842, file 71,799, 



. - mmmmiq government ofl[icials, and Native men objected to this issue for vastly 

Merent jxasms. Howeverj thkr objections an stemmed from a recogttition ahat sexuality 

and maniage were signifbmt to the project of buildmg orderly societies. Missionaries were 

c o n c e n t e d a b o u t ~ ~ a n d c o ~ u n d e m r m  
- * 

* ed the sanctdy of the f*. 

Government agent9 and *ate citizens associated common-law unions with the socio- 

ecmamk problem of paverry? i k g i h a y ,  and crime. More~ver, in i n m  to the 

obstacles of poverty and illegithacy, half-breed children would have increased difEculties 

a s s h h h g  because they were visible ndnorities. Thus, the offspring of common-law 

. - 
urrions would be margmahzed fkom white society. Meanwhile, Native men hoped to 

prevent common-law unbm because their presence threatened to destabitize abmigkd 

commmdties which had already been dknpted through disease, white settlement, and 

m k b m y  and government hv&meninvohtement. They regarded  fa^@ life as fimdamental to a 

W e  ~ e .  Like other reformers, they looked to the avaikible apparatus in order to 

achieve their interests. It was probabSy w, coitlcidence that their pe- to the authorities 

were framed in the o h  patriarchal language of the nrissionaries. Colonkition 

reud&md gender relations, the brunt of which was arguably bane by Native women. 



Conclusion 

Between the 18709 and the 194@, the Department of Indian Affairs m+lcd a flv of 

requests to increase its rde m regulating the marpiages of aboriginal pcopies. A numb of 

Merent players had a stake in controlting the sexvality and family life of Indian men and 

women. Iadian agents Native men, and missionaries be- that state inlavention in 

m h ? ~  relations was justifiied in order to prevent what they argued would he the social 

umequences if the status quo of X&e sexual relations was &wed to continue. 

Prior to contact with whites, Indian communities had their own culturally distinct 

ways of regulating the gender and sexual relations between men and women. Marriage 

*&" were the primary means of regdatmg these relation~hrps. In response to increased 

contact and setdement of the wesf the marriage customs of lndian nations altered to adapt 

to the economic and social changes that transformed their cotrunltnities. The deva(ltating 

&ects of disease, depopulation, loss or depletion of natural resources destabilizd many 

communities. kctian groups responded in a variety of ways, depending upon their culture 

and social and ecmomk econornicstructure. Some groups w i t n d  an elaboration of traditional 

customs while others aJrned to newer strategies - such as those offered by the mhionaries 

- far mdering their conrmrmities. hvhbIyI the relations between Native women and men 

were atso affected 

Throughout tbis time1 members of Wian nations were attentive to the state of 

fanrity We within cummunities. Their comespondence and political activities 

s q j p t  that $ley bekved tha! Native f m  Me needed to be !&rengthened in order to 

witkaad the growkg pllegsr~les of whife sttkment. In the interior of British Columbia, 

h~ofmensigaed~~forIqgislativerefomtr~tm;dworrEddeit~dt 



f i i  Native women to leave their abirnginai f&es and move offthe reserve. At the same 

timc, they cdkhn~d with rnhhmies and fndian agents to pressure the government to 

do the same. Some Native men took matters into their own hands and applied corporal 

jmishent lo women whose sexual@ undemhed social order as they &fined it. 

Meanwhile, the missionaries and Indian agents who worked among aboriginal 

unnmlltlities were afso paying attention to the state of marriage reM01ls. Criticad not only 

of many traditional Indian marriage customs, these reformers also hoped to change some of 

the newer developments m sexual fy;lations. Changes m the economy and tramportation 

meant that Native women had increased mobility and contact with outside influences. 

Cohabitation arrangements made between Native women and men - either white. Chineke, 

or Indian men from off the reserve - were of particular concern to m y  reformers. They 

argued that desertion and ik@macy often characterized these informal unions, and 

contributed greatly to poverty and crimes like prostitution, not to mation the general 

d e m e n t  of Native women. 

In respmse to refmers' protests and demands for action, policy makers from the 

w e n t  of Indian Affairs genaaUy acknowledged the validity of their concerns. DM'S 

preferred course of action, however, infiniated reformers to no end. Gractual ashikdon 

primarity thruugh educahn was the chosen course. The regulation of Native women's and 

men's sexuality would be indirect and not through additional explicitly moral legislation. 

The policy of gradual assintilation best accommodated an of the state's interests. The 

would toterate Indian marriage practices and avoid expkidy regulating sexual 

~ b e c a u s e m t h e ~ n m , t h a t w a s t h e l e a s t ~ k a t e d w a y o f ~  
. .  . 

Indian affairs. First of dl, gtadual im&d&m was consistent with the Department's desite 



to avoid mtewening in the private sphere; moreover. meddlmg in intimate relations would 

k w a n d  - . . difkult. Second, were the state to declare h&an customary 

marriages illegal, an admhiaative nightmare would emerge with the sudden rise in thc 

illegit.imate population. Finally, since assimilation of the Native populations was thc 

government's goal, a policy of gradual assirnilation met that end while still accommodating 

the Department's %ancia1 and ideological objections to regulatmg Native sexuality. 

While the Department may have been satisfied to take this c o w  of action, 

refonnm continued to Question gmhal  assimilation and pointed to its limitations. By the 

19% though, the Department seemed to be receiving fewer and fewer complaints h r n  

reformers concentling marriage reforms. In my research of DIA files I found that, fca one 

reason or mother? the Department did not receive many requests from reformers to 

reconsider its policy on marriage rqphtiofl. Perhaps with international crises like the 

Second World War, concerns over marriage regulation, although still present, no longer 

took center stage. 

Perhaps a more @cant factor in explaining the decline in reformem' calls for 

legislative change to regdate Native sexuality, however? was that, by the second half of the 

twentieth century, Indian policy and the relationship between the DIA and moral reform 

groups like the missionary societies began to change. As J. R. M i h  explain9, "the people 

respoIlsible for h e  policy of the 'Bible and the plough' began to have doubts even hefore 

the Grea;t war."' Miller argues that 
. . 

began to acknowledge the failurc of 

nineteenth-century policies to bring about economic and social change a9 they had wanted; 



mwver ,  with the Fise in the hdian population, it was apparent that Native peoples were 

not going to disappear? a id  pokes predicated on this assumption were no longer mitable. 

The Department's @icy of kaeping children for prolonged periods in residential schools 

was ako growing more expensive.' W e  the DIA was reconsidering its policies, the 

emergence of political pressui-e Gom Man groups was the final factor that influenced a 

change in Mian poky, The new Indian Act of 1951 allowed for I n b  attendance at 

puMic schwls, and this marked the beginning of the end of residential schools.3 The 

number of church-owned I schooIs rapdly djminished by 1%5. The 

administration of Indian education became more regulated and professionalized, and 

misshay control lessened as the federal government increas- took over more 

fimctions fiom church authorities.' 

Thus, as the federal government took steps to r e f m  the Depatment of Indian 

Affairs and the pdicies gcmmhg Indian education were altered m the process, the 

deptment's relationship with mkiomy groups receded Indian education relied less 

upon missbuy involvement. Moreover, the tbe of the Indian agmt were also Eintited 

with regards to educabion and more clearly &fined. A direct h e  of authority - starting 

with the appointment of a S-t of Education - was established within the 

bureaucracy7 remo~ing p i o u s  ambiguities m Indian agent's duties.' The newly 

prof- bPveawxacy of tbe DIG itself reformed, was probably even less likely 



than before to entertain m o d  reformers' calls for greater moral regdation. By the swcmd 

half of the twentieth century, the relatively independent role that Indian agents and 

rr6.ssiona-y societies had oncz played in the '.cnilizing" prqject had mded. 
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